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EMBARGO RAISED
Tennessee Will Recognize
Paducah Certificates.
SUCH ARRANGEMENTS
MADE YESTERDAY.
Visit of Mayor Yeller and Dr. Sights
to Memphis Settles Question of
Quarantining.
NAIL ORDERS SHOW
LOCAL, BUSINESS UNHURT!
s
Mayor Yeisier and Dr. Sights made
a succese of their visit to Memphis
oesterday. They went down early
In the morning to meet Dr. Albright,
of the Tennessee state board of
health. and Dr. Jones, of the Mem-
\ phis board of health, and have the
embargo on the health certificates is-
sued out of Paducah raised. In the
afternoon they telegraphed The Reg-
itter the result of their vibit as *al-
lows:
Memphis, Tenn., Aug. 26.—Satis-
factory arrangements have been made
to have health certificates issued at
Paducah honored in TenT1CVSt t
(Signed) D. A. Yeiser and H. P.
Sights.
Now No Need for Quarantining.
The success of Mbyor Yeiser and
Dr. Sights' trip as indicated above
sisIttat4 and no doubt will allay much
of she talk in behalf of establishing
a qparantine that Paducah's health
certificates might be recognized in
Tennessee, It was contended that
an embargli had been placed upon Pa
ducah certificates and that &is node
them worthless and the holders
could not go into Tennessee even on
a business trip. But if the state-
ments made were facts things are
now to be changed, for the Paducah
certificates are to be recognized and
all who want to go into Tennessee.
whether for plea-sure or on business,
can now do so provided ;boy can se-
sure a local health certificate under
the rules heretofore observed, that of
being in good health and not having
been within an infected yellow fever
district for five days previous to the
issuing of the certificate.
The work of Mayor Yeiser and Dr.
Sights at Memphis and their work at
Cairo relative to Paducah certificates
being accepted in all Illinois points
except Cairo would seem to he all
that the ,seanonahle Amid demand.
With such outlets to the territory
%herein one basiness houses find the
hulk of their trade it would seem
that in there tames of general dull-
ness more is not needed.
Certaitity, :the work of the gentle-
men disposes of the otrongest part. of
any argument made for a quarantin-
ing of the city and should end any
furtive- contention upon this point.
gutsiness Not Hurt. •
A contention often heard the past
few days in, behalf of quarantining
was that Paducah's position before
the country was killing off her trade
because her commercial men were
not permitted to go into centain local
ities to secure bowlines*. There were
some developris yesterday which
PVC stronsi dliptte to the statenieut
that a failute to send out traveling
men was kising much trade, kr The
Register learned ol several innances
where some of the largest houses of
the city had recefvU orders for
.stoptc—and iiood tros---along
S-ith the explanation that the orders
had been sent by mail because of the
quarantining so many places was do-
ing had doubtless kept the men from
calling. One house said that it found
no difference at all in its business
and was ratiafied that in a f,w days
'more all fear of the fever would be
at rest and that the people then
anuld lose all initetest in le certifi-
cate and quarantine qtiectionk.
Ironclad Certificates Required.
.After the shove
-was pm in type
Pilitycli.iYliser„retiv-died fro?, 'Mem-
phis and called upon The Register.
His explanation of the dal •rnade
with the Tennessee authorities was
to the effect that all certificates have
,to be 5W OT ti• to as toltatements of
contents and signed by Dr. Greets
and•Dt. lie -broaght borne
copiss of style of certificates and will
haye them pt Wen nee at once. Cer-
tified copies-Of the (looters' signatures
will also have to be supplied to the
Tennessee health officers before the
certificates wit be recognized. Noth-
ing short or all these agretntesits
would be listened to.
Getting in Shape.
The buildings of the 1iry.
company rtitiv 'under
co/inlet*. About Vitiktv.edes
when the machinery will be installed.
A portion of the machinery has al-
ready arribed and remainder is ex-
pected in a few days. Mr. J. V. Har-
dy, the manager of the plant, expects
to have everything in readiness for
turning out buggies by October i.
the necessary materials are being
purchased must every day and some
are already beginning to arrive.
COMPLIMENTARY RECEPTION
Local Knights of Pythias to Honor
Col. Henry.
A reception will began Thursday
evening in Castle Hall, in the Camp-
tell block by Paducah lodge No. 26 of
the Knights of Pythias in honor of
the presence of Col. Jouett Henry
and staff. The reception will con-
sume the hours from 8 to lo o'clock
p. m.
Co/. Jooett" is past grand chancell-
or of Kentucky Pythians and also col
onel of the Third regiment uniform
rank of the Kn ghts of Pythias as
well as commander of the Third
regiment which is now in camp.
The reception to be given to Col.
Henry will be an elaborate event and
one of the most enjoyable functions
of the encampment, though aimed
chiefly as a tebute of the local
Knights of Pythias to a distinguish-
ed tneniber.
ELLIS GLENN AGAIN.
She Looms Up in Michigan as a Note
Forger.
Ellis Glenn, the woman who was
arrested in Paducah while attired in
man's garb, has shown up again in
Lapeer, Mich. She as under arrest
charged with being implicated iti a
land deal in which Stephen A. Lock-
wood, a merchant CI Lapeer, warn
figured out of $2,50o. A worthlesis
check, Glenn's long suit, was the
means of entraping the victim. The
woman ocenpied a cell in the city jail
in Paducah. having been arrested at
the postoffice by Robert. Menifee, ex-
city jailer, while she was attempting
to cash a money order. She worked
in Rehkopf's collar factory and was
above suspicion of being a man.
PAINFUL MISHAPS.
Two Workers at Machines Are Acci-
dentally Injured.
Clyde Bell, son of Mr. E. E. Bell,
of the spoke factory on South Third
street, was the victim of a painful ac-
colent yesterday. His left hand be-
came entangled in some machinery
and the third finger was torn off. l)r.
Carl Sears dressed the wound.
Miss Flora Futrill, an employe of
the Mergenthaler-Horton basket fac-
tory, got her right arm caught and
badly lacerated between some cog
wheels, necessionino several stitches.
This mishap also occnrred yesterday.
A Chi!cl's Narrow Escape.
A little child of Benjamin Klein,
the shoemaker of too Broadway, nar-
rowly escaped being killed or serious-
iy, injured yesterday afternoon about
6 o'clock. The child was crawsing
the street near Second-and Broadway
and was knocked down by a horse's
foot striking her.
A carriage with two horses was be-
ing driven along Broadway and the
child ran into the street in front of
the team and before the animals
could be stopped the child was shov-
ed down and only slightly missed be-
ing stow* on the head by eine of the
isorse's hoof. The child was picked
up and sent home more frightened
than hurt.
Some Tobacco Will Be Save' d.
The work of clearing away the de-
bris of the warehouse fire of last
Wednesday night, has been pushed
since the embers got cool enough to
work in them Much of the tobacco
which was in the hogshead,' hale been
found in a very fair condition and
can be saved, the tight way in which
the tobacco was packed preventing it
from being bure.
It is unders cid that the two
warehouses burned out will mahe no
atternio to do bussittess until the next
season,
Bitten By a Mule.
While attemptinst to pat a bridle
on a mule Friday afternoon "iBabe"
Vesee.r got his fiongeryin t4e nai-
aegis eit u tb Cot cold& not eAract it
until it was bitten off. The mule
clamped down and played the tun-
. 
der0 sod sortie raciest. After much
çresusion the mole let go of 
and Mr. •yaggeur 
.
Ilet go lot-
. the doctor.
its eloping meeting at Nareaganset
Pier it. 'AV, 14,01.
Dun'a agency rtp9rtAtor the week
}net eatetied salits`the e crops have
d siOna i,st **s
MODIFIED RULES MORE TRACTABLE , itIrr,c.i dt s sat judgment mwe- hich iteo f $A3damagaiTempnthle WOMAN'S HONORL district.
Recently the trustees resigned and
f it was sonic tante before trusteesAre Being Made By Some Czar Made So By Alarming 'could be provided to serve who would Youth Posed as a Burglarlevy a tax to raise the amount suffi- 'Towns In Louisiana. Situation in Interior. c:ent to pay Mr. Temple. At the and Went to Sing Sing.irate of .7.1 on each poll and 25 cents I
tooh $toci worth of property it
ICI: woitisl require about three years to'HE MAY YET CC 1...:4<ms collect the entire amount. The tax SERVANT BLACKMAILED.
TO js:ssso...i'l.; has already been leved but another WOMAN FOR $86,000.
obstruction comes 1: collecting it.
The sheriff refuses to colkct the tax.
Prof. Ragsdale is halting between
two opinions as to -how, to proceed.
He is entertaining the idea of filing
suit compelling the sheriff to make
the collections, but has not fully de-
cided what steps to take to get the
tax money.
BECAUSE NO NEW CASES
OF FEVER APPEARING
Normal Number of New Cases and
Deaths Reported at New Or-
leans Yesterday.
REPORTS FROM THE
OTHER INFECTED PLACES.
New Orleane Aug. 26.—The state
board of health is receiving advices
from some points in the gate of mod-
ified quarantines resulting from its
own campaign of education and the
fact that centers of infection outside
of New Orleans are disappearing
here and there. The fact that none
except the first imported cases have
appeared at Shreveport or Bunkle,
and that the Bon Ami infection in
Calcasieu is likely to be wiped out,
is making an impression on the skep
tics who at the beginning placed lit-
tle faith in the mosquito theory. At
all three of these points the fever
was scientifically treated and appar-
ently successfully. The result is
shown in the fact that Natcritoches
and other points are raising their
gnarantines or modifying them.
There is no change in the fever
eitnation itself here today. Two
deaths' were reported early today,
both occurring during the night, and
there was the normal number of new
cases,
Fumigating Premises.
Following the appeal of the Ma-
rine hospital authorities, g large num
ber Of house-holders today are engag
ed in fumigating their premises. Many
others it is expedbed will do so to-
morrow. It is estimated that 25 per
cent, of the house-holders disinfected
last Sunday. If 25 per cent, more
follow suit this week there will be
measurable satisfaction. Within the
next two weeks it is anticipated that
all the premises in New Orleans will
have been treated to surphur or pyre
thrum treatment. Than they should
be is considered essential to the suc-
cess of the federal plan.
The announcement off yellow fever
at Gulfport created no surprise here.
It was anticipated from knowledge in
possession of the local authorities.
All the coast towns are now extend-
ing their quarantines to Gulfport.
Biloxi has thrown a cordon around
herielf and Bay St. Louis, Pass Chris
tian and other cities are following
that course. There will, however, be
no general quararelne by New Or-
leans against either Gulfport or Mis
sissippi City.
Handicap for Blanchard.
The discovery of additional cases
at Lake Providence threatens to bot-
tle up that town completely and will
handicap Gov. Blanchard in his ef-
forts to restore railroad communica-
tion in that portion of the state.
Fortunately for Lake Providence
there is a private hospital there and
it has been placed at the disposal of
the anthorities. The state board will
send nurses from here to aid the
Lake Providence people. Dr. Mar-
cour and his hand of nurses are ex-
pected to reach stricken Leeville to-
day. President 'Souchon and party
went to Patterson today and will de-
termine whether the state board shall
take full charge of the situation
there.
The city authorities hate taken
steps leo supply mosquito bars to the
Parish prisons, houses of refuge andjails, as a result of a recent report
of the grand jury. The necessity for
this has been emphasized by the ap-
pearance of two cases of yellow fever
in local prisons.
ROWED FOR BET OF $3,500
Sailors From Kearsarge Beat Hiber-
nian Boat Club of Newport.
Newport. R. T., Aug. 26.—A four-
mile race between twelve-oared Cut-
ter screws from the battleship
Kearsarge and the Hibernian boat
club, of Newport, resulted in a victory
Frklay for the packies. The prize
tyre., the Narragansett Bay challente
‘p %nu, a side bet of $3,5o0. The
rse WS, 51 straight away, and after
thle fifes half mile the sailors had the
race well in hand. Their tome seas
,minutes it t-2 scrofula, and the
Hibernian, seconds
Louis Suddeth, a lineman, was
electroeuted in Memphis Friday.
Wires Between England's Foreign
Secretary and Japanese Legation
Were Hot Yesterday.
THOUGHT JAPAN MAY
PRESENT NEW PROPOSITION
St Petersburg, August 26.—The al-
arming situation in the interior of
Russia tends to make the Czar
tractable. At any rate he gives indi-
catons of willingness to consider
once more President Roosevelt's pro-
posals or -a compromise at Ports-
mouth. The president of the famine
relief committee, Prince Lvoff, after
having been received in audience by
the czar, said today:
"The latest interior troubles have
greatly affected the emperor. He real-
izes the difficulty of continuing the
war while the country is ebullient
with discontent. The DOUITKI ukase
has proved unsatisfactory and larger
concessoris are demanded while
famine affects the people of twenty-
four provinces, and they require im-
mediate relief. I have received r,-
000,000 roubles ($r 50,000) for this
work and more ie pretsingly neces-
sary for our treasury is empty. These
weighty considerations are turning
the tide in the direction of peace. The
czar is also inclined towards further
concessions to put down discontent in
the interior. He understands that the
national assembly without the liberty
of speech is impossible." '
Through the activity of the pacific
states the czar has received many
petitions urging him to make peace.
United States Ambassador Meyer is
in constant communication with
Peterhol.
MAY AMOUNT TO MUCH
Many Wires Between London and
Japanese Ministers.
London. Aug. 26.—.The frequency,
with which messages ate passing be?
tween Lord Lansdowne, the foreign
„seeretary, who is now in Ireland, and
4th f Japanese legation in London by
means of the foreign office is suppos-
ed to mdicate a miutual exchange of
views on the part of England and
Julian relative to the Portsmouth
deadlock. This ciaumstance is con-
sillered favorable to peace, eince it
shows that Tokio is still consulting
lipndon, for it is known that every
irripulse emanating from London
tends toward a settlement without
further war.
Denia/s Continue.
Denials continue to issue from
Downing street that England is ask-
ink Japan to try to get over the in-
demnity diffitulty. It is contended
that Japan is the successful litigant
and therefore Russia should pay the
cost's- Nevertheless, it is recognized
that, inasmuch as Ruswa is ready to
evacuate Manchuria, to abandon all
claims to Port Arthur and I)alny, to
give japan a free 'fend in Korea and
presumably to leave Sakhalin to its
conqueror*. the Japanese government
would be able to resume the war with,
a far less powerful moral sanction,
either Japanese or foreign, than -it
has hitherto enjoyed.
Something Fresh.
In view of these considerations, it
I, regarded as at least possible that
Japan will enter today's conference
at Portsmouth A...Os/something fresh
to say looking toward the removal of
the deadlock. If this impression
should prove illusive, it is thought
likely that the czar will temporarily
withdraw his envoys in order that
there may be another great battle
in Mlanchuria when Gen. Linevitch
shall decide that the proper moment
to strike has arrived.
NOT ALWAYS EASY SAILING.
Some of the Troubles of County
Superintendent Ragsdale.
Prof. A. Mi. Ragsdale, superintend-
ent of county aohoots, says that -oev-
eral districts in the county are al-
ways in a turmoil and that as; fast as
the differences are alttricabby settled
in one some kind of dissatisfaction
among, the trustees crops out in are
other district.
Now at the onort critical period
with the et:Cools, another serious
problem presents itself. The trouble
is the collection of schoo; tax in dia-1
A TRAVELER'S
TRUNK ROBBED.
Mrs. I. Nauheirn, Just Home From
California, the Victim.
Mrs. I. Nauheim, who rettuned Fri
day night from a visit to California,
had several valuable articles of jew-
elry stolen from her trunk. When
the trunk reached her home the
straps and clasps had been tampered
with and were unbuckled. On exam-
ining the contends; of her trunk it
was discovered that someone had
gained entrance thereto and stolen
several costly articles of jewelry and
other things. The exact loss is not
yet known as she does not know how
many things are missing until a more
thorough examination f made. It is
not known where the baggage was
tampered with or by whom, but the
matter will be investigated.
THE THIRD
HAS GOTTEN DOWN TO WORK
WITH VIM AND
CREDIT.
Today Being Sunday Services Will
Be Held and Little Work Done—
A Member Ill.
The Third- regiment has gotten
down to ias camp work witbavins and
credit. The regiment is gning to fuls
ly sttstan itself as the best one in
the state guards. Yesterday the
work of the regiment won many com-
mendaticms.
Monday Gov. Beckham will review
the regiment and then leave for
Frankfort. The review will occur in
the afternoon at 3-30 o'clock. There
will then no doubt be the largest
crowd yet seen at Camp Yeiser pres-
ent as spectators.
Today being Sunday the regsment
will "work out" 'but little. This af-
ternoon the usual dress review will
occur and many will witness the ex-
ercises without doubt.
The Third has a chaplain and he
will hold services today. This will
be the first serviees held at the camp
during the encampment.
Captain J, II. Bo.swell, of Co. I.
Third regiment happened to a painful
accident Friday night at "camp Yei-
ser." He walked against and fell
over the wire surrounding the quar-
ters of the signal -corps and sprained
Iris eboiilder. He will be disabled
from duty for 'several days. The ac-,
t was a very unfortunate one.
Pat Rute, a member of Co. I.
of Ole Third regiment was taken iil
w'f's typhoid fever last night and was
cert to his home in Mayfield earl?'
thi.a morning. tie was -accompanied
by 1)r. Jettin L. Dismiikes, Jr., the
reg mental surgeon of that company.
During the dress parade yesterday
affe:noon one of the soldier boys be-
came ill and fell in the ranks. He
wsos removed to the hospital depart-
ment.
A Death in Golconda.
Mrs. W. S. Morro. who had sever-
al relatives in the city, died Friday at
her home in Golconda of cancer. She
%sas Se, years old and. a prominent
worker in church circles. Besides
rna...,y- other relatives in Illinois she
leaves three nieces in Paducah. Mrs.
Lee Rhodes, Mrs. Lucien Durrett and
Mrs. John Enders. The Paducah
relatives attended the funeral serv-
ices at Golconda yesterday afternoon.
filed again* the'
coeugpuy And lI4 Caldweit, Its
agent, for the alJ rebating' of in-
surance policies. Each suit is for
$soo, the, whole amount aggrcgatkng
$t2.00o &Atari miler haviaed filed
in flys and several other conntiee for
rebating se feet snits. The remestey
is a isoo fine for a company adjudged
guilty of rebating. .
Many "Rebating' Suits. at Mayfield.
At flaytterld Sattgday 24 suits were
Gestate filgtirance
A
Husband Has Died and Now She he
Seeking a Pardon for the
Chivalrous Lover.
A RARE AND RACY ROMANCE
OF NEW YORK CITY
New York, Aug. 26.—A woman,
said to belong to one of the most
aristocratic families in New York, re-
lated a remarkable story of a young
man's self-sacrifice and an $86,000
bbaclernailing plot to Attorney Carl
Fischer-Hansen in his office yester-
day.
She visited him for the purpose of
obtaining a pardon for the young
man-- a college student—who, She
said, vas serving a term in Sing Sing,
having been sent there as a burglar.
This young roan had been in lore
with her. He w4c„eisiting her in
her apartment *tele' ber husband re-
turned unexpectedly doe day.
To save the wife's honor the young
student posed as a burglar. He was
arrested, and the wife was the "chief
witness when his ihraignment came.
On his plea of. guilty he was sent to
Sing Sing for three years.
Then iollowed the blackmailing
plot. The woman says a former ser-
vant in the house knew of the inci-
dent and used it in extorting $86.000
from her . ,
Wants Him Pardoned. - 4
A month ago the woman's husbaed
died. Now she is willing to make
any sacrifice tei release the youth.
The full particulars of the amazing
tale ,will be unfolded in the executive
chamber at Albany, when application
for the man's pardon comes before
Gov. Higgins. The widow realizes
that at that time 'her identity most
become public, yet she is wiling to
Drake the sacrifice in order to release
this man, who has done more than
King Edlward ever conceived of wen
he set the stamp of royal approval •
upon a man "perjuring himself like t,
a gentleman- under certain conditions. i'
Mr. Hansen is now trying to prO-1
cure the pardon, but he refuses abso-
lutely to give out the name of the
woman. The werman, it was Learned, i
is a member of an old New York
faintly and her husband was a ,
ororrinent business man. She is a '
member of one of the leading church-
es, has been prominently identified
with charitable and church work, and
in the summer stays at Narragansett I
Pier. She has a comfortable income '
and proposes to spend it all, if nec-
esoary, to release the man who be-
came a convict to shield her."
Husband Never Knew.
She came to this cite to begin the
proceedings and reasserted to Narra-
gansett after consulting her lawyer
and instructing hineiss net the matter
.1,
under way. . 4 ' . •
About a month ago, as far as can
be learned, the woman's husband died.
He never suspected that the man he
had e-ist to state prison was other
than a burglar. He often remarked
that it was a lucky Hang he returned
home in time to catch a bioglar, and
never doubted his wife's Mieloy.
How the woman came to see that
her duty was to reseue the man who
had already been a year in psison is
not known. She is ware that when
the matter _gets into the gosternor's
hand's her ':dentity and all the det,olc
I
must necessarily become pubic, yet
she is determined to go leeward at
any sacrifice to free the man who had
the courage and wit to preshase her
fair name. soo„
ENDED BY CUTTING THROAT'
George Wolfe!, Covington Man Who •
Shot Employer, Suicides.
Cincinnati. Aug. 25—Geo. Wolfel,
an expert machiciet, who, after hav-
ing been dirharged for drunkenness
sonic months ago, shot his employer,
Richard C. Stewart, of the Stewart
iron work Covingto today c -
mitte4. i at his _ e in is
city. hi rt recovered, d
Wolfe!' lared intone, but --
t
41i'e He 'eofttted *A ea
me vets 'Ateleasecl f4rs er a
signs tit mental dfsturbance, and to-
day, after a violent,.„ _quarrel! with tie
-wife,. he rut bie thetat's• •
Mt John Lea, of Spring Plat+.
Ga., l.a4 heel) arrested accused Of
killing 'Mtf attsbaad.
Chet-Meek in, Social
If I Had Known.
If I had known in the morning
. How wearily all the dey
The words unkind
Would trouble my mind
I said when you went away,
had been more careful, darling,
Nor given you needless pain,
But we vex "our own"
With look and tone
We might never take beck again.
ror though in the quiet evening
You may give me the kiss of peace,
Yet it might be
That never for me
The pain of the heart would cease.
slow many go forth in the morning
That never ,,ome home at night!
And hearts have broken
And harsh words spoken
That sorrow can nt'er set rightl
We have careful thoughts for the
stranger,
And smiles for the coming guest;
But oft for our own
The bitter tone,
Though we have "our own" the
best;
'And lips witlh curve impatient,
Ahl brow with that look of scorn
Twere a cruel fete
Were the night too late
To undo the work of morn.
-Margaret E. Sangster.
42111•
Cairo Couple Weds Here.
Last Sunday morning two estima-
Ible young people came to Paducah
from Cairo ostensibly to visit rela-
tives here of the gentleman. They
had already plighted their love and
en route decided to surprise all their
friends and relatives as well by be-
ing united in marriage while here.
This intention they soon after ar-
rival carried out and then relatives
and friends were promptly /ratified.
The parties to this happy event
were Miss Hazel Johns and Mr. Fred
Ifisey, of Cairo, both of whom are
well known in our neighboring city.
The marriage, which ended a long
courtship and only united the couple
a few weeks earlier than the date
they had chosen, was solemnized at
70:30 a. m. at. the parsonage of the
Broadway M. E. church, by Rev. T.
J. Newell, and was naturally very
quiet no relatives or friends being
taken into the confidence of the cou-
ple
Mrs. His', as she now is, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mks. David
Johns, of Cairo, where she was born
and reared. There she was widly
known for her sweet disposition and
attractive ways and consequently had
'wally admirers who held her in es-
teem.
Mr. Hisey is a son of Mr. Phil S.
flisey, of this city, and was born and
reared here going to Cairo to live
several years since. There, too, he
stands well and has won a responsi-
hle position with the Big Four rail-
road company and has many.friends.
They returned to Cairo the even-
ing oi their marriage and since have
been at home to their friends there
at the home of Mrs. J. S. Hacker,
at Fifth and Washington, where they
have taken rooms.
Ilea
Complimentary Park Dance.
The second dance given by the
young men ofi the city complimentary
to Gov. Beckham and staff and the
guests of Camp Yeiser occurred last
Tuesday evening at the Wallace park
pavilion. The attendance was large
and the dance was a most enjoyable
affair in all respecit. The presence of
the distinguished guests was largely
enhanced by many of the city's most
charming ladies and gallant gentle-
men.
The governor arrived at the dance
at to o'clock, escorted by his staff,
Col. Hindman and his staff, the bug-
;ars and the regimental band. A
military drill similar to the one of
the Second regiment ball was exe-
cuted and the buglar played the sa-
lute to the colors after which the
staff officers executed a pretty sword
drill under the command of Colonel
Hindman.
A reception wts held for a few min
utes to allow the governor and his
party to meet the people, after which
the governor led the grand march
with Mrs. Harry Tandy. The german
N% as danced and was led by Saunders
Fowler. Deal's orchesttral band fur-
nished music.
A number of the wives of the staff
officers were present, among them
Mrs. D. Y. Beckham, Mrs. T. A.
Hall, Mrs. A. T. McCormack, Mrs.
Noel Gaines, Mks. H. T. Gaines, Mrs.
Mott Ayres and Mrs. Harry Tandy.
aND
The Kentucky.
During the past week The Ken-
tucky was again opened to the amuse
merit lovers, much to their delight.
The popular resort is now under the
management of the constructing corn
pany, with Mr. Tom W. Roberts as
acting manager. It had been thor-
oughly overhauled during the closing
season and presented an improved
and greatly beautified condition.
Manager Roberts has booked a num-
ber of splendid attractions for the
fall and winter but expects to catch
OGILVIE'S.
To Do Your Shopping at L. B. Ogilvie & Co.'s Means
To Save Money on Every Purchase.
SP[CIAL OIT[RING
Monday, August 28th.
ALL OUR WHITE S-HIRT WAISTS AT HAIF PRICE.
A LINE OF loc. PERCALESTO CLOSE, sc. THE YARD.
ODDS AND ENDS IN PILLOW TOPS TO CLOSE, !c.c.
AND 25c.
SOME 'sc. LAWNS, TO CLOSE, 5c. THE YARD.
9 TO is-INCH JAP FANS 15C, 20C AND 25C VALUES,
5 CENTS.
WE HAVE SOME GOOD VALUES ON OUR REMNANT
COUNTER.
A LINE OF COLORED SIL.K GLOVES FOR FALL
WEAR
A FULL LINE OF LACE CURTAINS IN NEW STYLES.
NEW THINGS IN CARPETS AND RUGS.
B. Ogilvie & C
AGENTS VOL BUTTIMICK PATTERNS
more as the winter comes on. He is
making extra efforts to give the peo-
ple more than the usual good bills
and if he succeeds one-half in his cal-
culations the people will find more
than the usual amount of pleasure in
The Keatiucky's attractions this
year.
•••
Paducahans Marry at Cairo.
A couple from this place, where
they have many friends who were
pleased to learn of their marriage
last Monday evening at the court
house in Cairo, were duly united in
‘‘,edicAck by Judge W. Si Dewey, of
that place. It was in a manner a sur
prise marriage though not unexpected
among friends.
Mr. Tapscott recently found it to
his interest to locate in Wickliffe.
Not caring to reside there alone he
induced Mrs. Ross to join him there
and end their courtship in wedlock
and Cairo was chosen as their Gretna
Gre en.
The couple have taken up their
home in Wickliffe and thence friends
here are sending them congratula-
tions and good wishes.
IWO
Encampment Officers' Dance.
A second most delightful dance at
Wallace park pavilion took place last
Friday evening. The affair was given
ty the officers of the encampment.
and was complimentary to the young
men of'the city in return for the
many favors shown the officers since
their coming to the city. The num-
ber of guests was large and a most,
delightful evening was spent. The
officers of the encampment as hosts
were gallant and their guests will
long remember the occasion. Many
ladies from the camp and the city
graced the dance and lent much to
the pleasing event in doing so. The
ladies of the camp assisted the gen-
tlemen in receiving the guests.
at.
Quiet but Pleasant.
Socially the past week was rather
quiet. The functions of interest
were chiefly those pertaining to the
encampment, and these were not as
numerous as were those of the week
prtvious. However, the few everts
were most pleasant, particularly the
dance given Wednesday night at the
V..allace park pavilion tp Gov. Beck-
ham and his staff and the dance giv-
en Friday night at the same place by
the officers of the camp to the young
men of the city. There are no par-
ticular announcements for this weeic
except another dance to the encamp-
ment officers, but some impromptu
affairs are certain to occur.
•••
Delightful Hay Ride.
Miss Nona Stokes gave a hay ,de
Thursday evening in honor of her
charming visitor, Miss Eura Coles, of
Mayfield. Those who enjoyed the
evening's outing were Mrs. Leta Poe,
Miss Eura Cole, oi Mayfield, Miss
Jessie MrClanahan, of Mariana, Ill.;
Miss Georgia Isernan, Lucille Penny
witt, Nellie Stokes, Bessie and Eliza-
beth Porter, Dixie Eubanks, Pearl
Clark and Nona Stokes; Messrs. Al-
bert Stein, Lacy Threlkeld, Will Reid
John Wilkins, Godhp Roof, Marshal
Jones, Mr. Smith, James Vance and
Leo Rapp.
ea.'
Dinner for Guests.
Last Sunday evening Miss Ruth
Clark, at 322 North Fifth street, en-
tertained Sunday evening with a din-
ner complimentary to Miss Xenoline
Rickets, o6 Cairo. Those present
were: Mr. and Mrs. George Clark,
Misses Xenoline Rickets, Nellie C.
Schwab, Caroline Ham, B. C. Wright
betas. R. C. Terrell, Capt. H. C.
Graves and several others.
4.4MI
Delightful Luncheon.
Miss Caroline Ham entertained
with a delightful luncheon at Wal-
lace park on lase Wednesday even-
ing. Those present were: Misses
Hattie Settle, Hallene Yancey, Cam-
line Ham, Mrs. M. E. Ham, Mrs. W.
G. Dyeus, Mrs. J. W. Kidney,
Messrs. Cox, Bratt Kennedy, G. E.
Wilson, Dr. G. B. Froage and Capt.
Frank Maddox.
•e•
Another Dance Wednesday.
The third dance of the series given
by the young men of the city com-
plimentary to the state guard officers
will occur Wednesday evening at
Wallace park. Like the other two,
the weather permitting, fi will be
made a delightful affair. At this
dance will be a number of new offi-
cers and sonic well known among our
people.
a It a
Picnic Supper at Wallace Park.
Mr. and MirF, John Roberts, Mr.
?nd Mrs ° Fred Denant and Miss Mar
garet Branch had- a picnic supper at
Wallace park last Sunday night. Sur-
geon General Myers, of Louisville, of
the First 'regiment of Kentucky state
guards was their guest General My-
ers entertained the party at the Ho-
tel Lagornarsino Tuesday at dinner.
i.e
Lodge Members Entertained.
Wednesday afternoon last from 2
to 5 o'clocla Mrs, Mike Iseman enter-
tained the ladies of Evergreen and
Magnolia Grove lodges of Woodmen
of the World. The reception was in
honor of Mrs. Claude Higgins, of
Mayfield, and Mrs. W. H. Ralph, of
Memphis, visitors in the city, and was
mad* a pleasant occasion.
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
609 1-2 Broadway; Pheneta, Old 1434
and New 76t.
SILVER SERVICE
ONE TO BE GIVEN TO THE
GUNBOAT PADU-
CAH.
Subscriptions to the Fund Being Se-
cured by the Daughters of
the Confederacy.
Some time ago the Commercial club
decided to secure a fund by popular
subsoription for the purpose of donat-
ing a suitable silver service to the
'officers of the gun boat Paducah, in
recognition of the compliment paid
our cF,ty by the navy department in
naming this 'handsome war vessel
after our beautiful city.
President A. J. Decker, of the Com-
mercial club, interested the Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy in securing
these subscriptions.. Recently this
work has been taken up actively by
these ladies, and since then Mrs. Rob-
ert Phillips has turned over to the
secretary of the Commercial club the
following subscriptions:
Scott Hardware Co. $1o.00
Kolb DiuBors & Co. 
 
10.00
Geo. Wallace 
 
5.0o
D. W. Coons 
 
5.00
W. F. Bradshaw 
 
5.00
Sam Hughes 
 
5.00
D. A. Yeiser 
 
20.00
Nagel & Meyer 
 
50.00
Walkerstein Bros. 
 
5.0o
Friedknan & Keiler 
 
so.00
R. Rudy 
 
5.00
W. F. Paxton 
 
10.00
Jas. Utterback 
 
5.00
Frank Fisher 
 5.04
Paducah Kanleing Co. 
 
10.00
E. W. Bagby 
 
2.00
Dennis Mocquot 
 
5.0o
T. C. Leech 
 
5.00
C. H. Rieke & Son 
 
25.50
Biederman Gm. Co. 
 
5.00
Paducah Water Co. 
 
10.00
Lode Clare 
 
5.00
Capt. Jag Koger 
 
5.00
Rudy, Phillips & Co. 
 
5.00
Husnanet Bro. 
 
5.00
Mks. Victoria Thompson  5.00
Mrs. D. W. Coons 
 
5.00
Hon. Ha) Corbett 
 
5.00
Wallace- Weil 3.00
Chamblin & Murray 
 
5.00
Rev. W. E. Cave 
 
1.00
A. R. Roust 
 
I.00
R. Walker 
 
1.00
Dr. D. G. Murrell 
 
too
Science and YeUcrw Fever.
(Louisville Post.)
For a week the reports from New
Orleans have been altogether of a
fzvorable character. The significant
feature is the low death rate. This
indicates either that the treatment
itself has been wonderfully success-
ful or that many of the so-called
cases of yellow fever were indeed
only ordinary malarial attacks. Dur-
ing a yellow fever year everything is
ycllow fever.
It is unfortunate that the local au-
thorities in New Orleans did not
take hold of this fever seriously and
rublicly earlier in the season, but in
case of an emergency of this charac-
ter men wiH hope against hope that
the worst is not possible and try by
concealment to protect the commu-
nity.
But the manner in which the local
authorities first, and then the federal
authorities, have dealt with the epi-
demic will go far to demonstrate the
fact that yellow fever is now in the
control of any intelligent health
board. The experience of 1905 should
remove that apprehension of grave
disaster the moment there is an an-
nouncement of a case of yellow fever
in a neighborhood. It shows that
medical science has destroyed anoth-
er of the ancient terrors. It relieves
the whole human family of a source
of fear, and fear is misery and un-
happiness". It protects commerce
from shotgun quarantine. It reduces
business disturbance to a minimum.
Assured now of the early disap-
pearance of yellow fever, commerce
can resume its ordinarily channels,
and the ordinary channels of com-
merce this year promise to 'be all too
small for the volume of business, eii-
pecially in the South. The whole
country is rejoicing in unprecedented
crops. The Southern states have to
an unexampled degree diversified
their productions, thus producing cot-
ton at a lower cost than heretofore
and securing a better price. With
good health established, with good
crops assured, the Southern outlook
is brighter than at any other period
in history.
.1c1 ?Maip Del •
Preparing to Begin Their Contract
feitsrfo Robertson & Gardner, the
contractors, will Tueschay ship their
teams, wagons and other implements
to Hopkinsvilie where they will be
used lin the big sewerage contract
that the gentlemen landed thieve last
week. The work, will be inaugurated
Wednesday and six months or over
will be required to complete the job
is carloads of sewer pipe has already
arrived there. There are 60 car loads
of the prpe to be used in the entire
line of sewers, Mir . George Gardner,
one of the contractors, is and may
not be able to go their for several
days,
Edward Fallen, who a year since
divorced his ',Rife after 'fiffy years of
wedding bliss, dies at Grand Fords, We Write Anything in InsuranceN. D., just after being remarried to
his wife. ' 
10 , 306 Broadway Phones: Oak* 365
--Residence 1696, I
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Do You Want Jo Rent
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONOF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLEDIN OUR PLACE. WE HAV4 A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
S. T. RAN DLE, Manager
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK
-REAL ESTATE
DEPARTMENT.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to
John I. 131eich, Jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
J E. COULSON,
Steam and Ilot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducuth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1/55,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to size. You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for mints at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
Dawson Springs, lEsettocky.
For Vaults, Monuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, ifJog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Handling Freight, Machinery
And Household Goods.
Office
2nd and Monroe
Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
V
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IN THE CHURCHES
WHERE AND WHEN SERVICES
WILL BE HELD
TODAY
While Several of the Postors Are Ab-
sent Many Will Be in Their
Pulpits.
Rev. S. H. Eshman, of Puloski,
Tenn., wild preach today, forenoon
and evening, at the First Christian
church. Rev. Eehman visits the
church here by invitation with the
view of "looking over the grounds"
prospect ve to a call to the pastor-
ship of the congregation here if all
things arc favorable. All members
of the church are urged to be present
at both services.
There will be no services at the
Grace Episcopal church today.
Sunday school services will be held
at the Tenth street Christian church
this morning at 9:30 o'clock_
The Home Mission society of the
Broadway Methodist church will meet
Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock at the
church.
•
W•momiwon
The young men's Bible class will
meet at the Y. M. C. A. this after-
noon at 3 o'clock. The class will be
led by C. C. Needham.
The Ref W. E. Cave will preach
on "Points of Results" this moen-
ing at the First Presbyterian church.
There will be no evening services.
'A sunrise prayer serv-ce will he
field at the Cumberland Presbyterian
church this morning at 6:30 o'clock.
All are cordially invited to attend.
Christian Science service at 527
Broadway. Sunday school at 10:30
o'clock a. no Subject, "Men." Testi-
monial meetrag Wednesday at 8 p. m.
Everybody cordially invited.
No preaching will be held at
the Broadway Methodist church to-
as the Rev. T. J. Newell is ab-
sent from the city Sunday • school
at osto o'clock in the morning. The
Forivorth league at 7 o'clock.
The Rev. Dr. J. S. Cheek wtli
preach on "Seeing Jesus" this morn-
ing. at the First Baptieh church. In
the evening the second aortnon on
the prodigal son will be preached. The
subject will be. "The Prodigal Son
in the Far Country."'
The Rev. S. R. NWetra, of PerWa,
will preach at the Fist Christian
church this morning and evening. The
topic of the morn ng sermon will be
'The Power of the Gospel." In the
evening he will deliver a lecture on
"The Persian and Mohammedan
'
There will be no German serv'ces
at the German Lutheran church on
thie morning. English services will
he held in the evening at 7:45 o'clock.
The subject for the evening sermon
will be "Christ the Chief Corner Stone
of Zion." Stindaysschool promptly at
e):30 o'c'sock.
The Rev. Dr. W. W. .Arnstrong
will preach on "Jeremiah in the Dun-
geon" this morning at the Trim-
ble street Methodist clinrch. In the
evening there will be a sical eeroce.
The leader, of the societies of the
church will make Istief talks on the
following subjects: 'Why Saloons
Are More Attractive Than the
Churches'," "How 'reacher% Should
Prepare the Sunday School Leeson,"
-and "How to be Sodal in the
'Church." All are invited to attend.
High Class.
A oe'l-krown New York compos-
er, who not long felt the need of a
reputable firm of agents to undertake
the disposal of hie compositions, read
recently the advertisement of a but.-
eau which offered to place musical
and other manuscripts with perblieh-
ere. Their charges were fairly high,
and the advertisement stated express-
ly that only work "of the highest
grade" was handled by the bureau.
The composer, thinking that this was
probably the opportunity he had been
looking for, sought the address given
in the advertisement. Entering the
office, of the corcern, he found the
manager, in his shirt sleeves, sitting
at a typewriter.
"I understand you ' place misdeal
composition, for a commission?" in-
quired the composer.
"That's right." was the answer;
"but we only bundle finet-ckass
stiff."
"Do you suppose," continued, the
comspotter, "yrrte could place this
"Sanctus' of mine?"
"Sorel" replied the manager, con-
fidently. "Why, lost season we plac-
ed 'Rink's Nfothere With the Angels,'
and lie made over two thousand on
it,"—Herper's Weekly.
RUBBER TIRES.
For cash, until September 1st, I
will re-rubber vehicles with first-class
International solid two-wire rubber
tires at to per cent, discount from
regular prices. J. V. GREIF, Man-
ager, 310 Kentucky avenue.
CATCHES A CAM
DESPERATE CROWD OF CLEV-
ER WORKERS UNEARTHED
AND JAILED
Were Uncovered and Arrested
Through Efforts of a Clever.
,Tennessee Detective.
Milian, Tenn., Aug. 26.—A desper-
ate gang of alleged thieves, black-
mailers and murderers has been un-
earthed by Detective C. S. D. Haw-
kins. The members of the gang have
been operat:ng for year,' in seseroosisyr
Tennessee, Illinois and Mississippi.
Hawkins has so jar had nine men
and twist women indicted, and ex-
pects to land others in prison.
Thrown in Prison.
About six weeks ago a man was
arrested at Waverley, Tenn., under
suspicion, and lodged in jail on a
charge of cprrying concealed weap-
ons. Hawkins had himself throws
in the same cell with the man, who
was named Jim Owens. and on the
blotter against li, name Was regis-
tered burglar and an-round desper-
ate crook. In some way he manag-
ed to secrete about his person a
small kit of burglar tools, which he
used with good effect in getting into
the confidence of his cellmnte. To
Owens lie related marvelous stories
about hie numerous dare-devil eaca-
pades, the many robberies he had
cormnitted, the gruesome murders
that accompanied some of them, and
the large amount of swag they net-
ted him'. Owens readily believed
Hawkins When he said that he could
easily break out of jail,. and wanted
to take Owens with tint if he could
find a gang of brave, resolute fellows
to go with.
Secures a Confession.
Now thoroughly topnotinicl, Ow-
ens told the bops, Isurglar that he,
too, was s'tme pumpkins in the line
of misdeeds, and that he was so
slick the officers did not even sus-
pect him. Names, places and booty
were catalogued, and Hawkins made
a note of each crime, ever yparticn
pant and the amount of goods taken
and wheie stored.
lie was kept in the cell with ()w-
ens for two days and nights, and at
an agreed signal was removed, os-
tenvibly to another cell on the oppo-
site side of the jail Having got-
ten all the secrets of the gang he
went before the grand jory at Waver-
ly and indicted every man implscat-
ed by Owens, and soon had all of
them under arrest.
The home of this hand was on the
Tennerwe river, between Duck and
Buffalo river,. They have worked
from the Missiesippi river east. Late-
ly they have been operating in West
Tennessee.
It was members of thie gang that
wrote a letter to J. D. Jones, a rich
merchant of Sycamore, Henderson
county, demanding $1,5oo, and threat-
ening to burn his residence and barn
if he fail to comply.
They burglarized several stores at
Hurricane creek, Sycamore and
Bakersville dunng the past month
or two.
Where Money Is Not Enough.
(Floresville, Neb., Chronicle.)
Give a man a ten-cent cigar and he
will beam all over and love you for
so hours; offer him the ten cents
with which to buy it for himself and
he will throw it in your face. Give a
man a pass to a -show and he will call
you a good fellow in all the languages
at his disposal; offer him the money
to buy a ticket and he will call you
a fool. Ask a man to go to your
home to take "pot luck" and he will
jump at the chance; give him $2 and
tell him to -Fret a good meal at a cafe
with your compliments and tie will
knock. you down The dollar is
mighty, but it ien't warm. Nothing
chills hospitality and good fellowship
snore than the touch of cold metal.
You may spend money on a friend,
but you must not ask him to touch
it. Silver isn't a good conductor and
you can't trannmit—Wilt as much cor-
diality and hospitality to a friend
through the medium of a dollar as
by means' of a had cigar. Money sub
stitute% for good looks and good
inasse with great success, buts can't
take the place of good fellowship
worth a toothpick.
DRIVEN BACK BY RUSSIANS
Gen. Linevitch Makes Report to Em-
Peror Nicholas.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 25.--The ems
peror has received the following re-
port from Gen. Linevitch, dated Aug-
ust 22:
"Advanced Russian detachments; on
August 2o drove 'back the Japs from
three positions. One., detachment in
the Tsinche Valley occupied the vil-
lage of Lagovtzeaky, another operat-
ed in the direction of Schniadzy and
a third dislodged the laps from their
peseitions to the southward of Money-
schen. The three Russian columns
drove the Japs back to their position
near Xendjan."
Linevitetr also reports the repulse
of a detachment of Japs which wan
advancing on Kiaujoroujcniin, Korea.
Subscribe for the Register.
DOG AS WITNESS
"Nick Carter" May Figure
In York-Newton Trial.
OPINION RENDERED BY
COURT OF APPEALS.
Testimony as to Bloodhound Trailing
May Be Given to the Jury
Under Certain Condition.
JUDGE GUFFY DISSENTED
AGAINST THE DOG.
Frankfort, Ky., August 26.—Upon
a decision of the court of appeals up-
holding the competency of evidence
based on the trailing of a bloodhound
the commonwealth's officers may
have to depend in the two murder
cases of the past two weeks, that of
James R. York, of Anderson county,
of which Wm. H. Voris is accused,
andwthat of George and James D.
Smith, of this county, of which Cal
Newton is accused. The evidence in
both cases is circumstantial and Capt.
bloodirotuid, "Nick Carter"
has been used In both. Attorney Jas.
A. Scott, who is to defend Newton,
has declared. that the evidence can-
not be relied upon, and says that the
aniinlal went the same route which
his assistant, Attorney W. C. Mar-
shall, took when be went to investi-
gate the case.
In an exhaustive dissent from the
opinion 'mentioned, Judge B. L. D.
Guffy closes his opinion: "It seems
to me that the use of bloodhounds
properly belongs to the days of slav-
ery and of the bloody criminal code
of the dark ages, and in as much as
the institution of slavery and the
code aforesaid have ceased to exist,
the hound should be relegated to in-
nocuous desuetude."
The case relied on is Pedigo vs.
Conwnonwealtio decided in 1898 (103
Ky. et.), and it was held that testi-
pony of trailing by bloodhounds of
one charged with crime may be per-
mitted to go to the jury for what it
is worth as one of the circumstances
which may tend to connect the de-
fendant with the crime, when it is
shown by someone having personal
knowledge of the fact that the dog is
queetion is of pure blood and of a
stock charatterized by acuteness of
scent and power of discrimination,
and is itself possessed of thene quali-
ties, and has been trained or tested
in their exercise in the tracking of
human beings, and that the dog so
trained and tested was laid on the
trail, whether viesible or not, concern-
ing whirl) testimony has been admit-
ted at the point where the circum-
stances tend clearly to show that the
guilty party has been, or upon tracks
which such circumstance% indicate to
have been mode by him.
The case was an indictment for ar-
son from Barren county, and the
opinion was delivered by Judge Du-
Rene and concurred in by the whole
court, Judge Cruffy dissenting and
writing a strong opinion.
The testimony showed that one
Neighbors, of Elizabethtown, had
brought his dog to trail, the witness
stating, "Next day after the fire, wit-
ness, following the dog, Saw tracks
going through Spencer's field; the
tracke were about four feet apart, and
were the tracks of one person, and
looked like et person Was running,
and dog followed the track. Witness
stayed from fifty to one hundred
yards behind the dog, trying to keep
the crowd back."
After a statement of the, facts and
the evicts-nee the court says: "From
the statement of facts it is evident
that the most important question is,
whether the testimony in regard to
the (Wig and his actions was compe-
tent On behalf of the common-
wealth it was urged that this testi-
mony Was adeniesible for what it was
worth as one of the circumstances
pointing to the guibt of appellant.
On the other hand, it is insisted
with great earnestnesis that while
evidence concerning the tracking of
human being!) by dogs has been
sometime, acted upon by mobs it has
never been admitted as competent in
the courts of any state except one,
and in that one under .conditions
which do not exist in this case; that
if admissible at all, it is impossibie
solely upon the ground that it is ex-
pert testimony, and that no evidence
wa5 offered or admitted that the dog
in question was qualified, or had been
trleineo to track human beings, or
even that he was, in fact, a blood-
hound."
The court here reviews at length
the case* of Hodge vs. State, 13 Sou-
thern, 385, and Simpson vs. State, 20
Southern, 573, and says: "It is dif-
ficult to lay down a general rule as
to the introduction of testimony of
this kind It is a matter of common
lenowledge, of which courts are au-
thorized to take notice, that dogs of
some varieties (as the bloodhound,
fox hound, pointer and) setter) are re-
miarleable for their acuteness for their
sense of 'men, and for the power of
discrimination between the track they
are first laid on and others wltich
may °rose it; but it is also a matter
of ecommon knowledge that a44 dogs
ttlo not possess this power in the
The New Moline
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARoz. ti.j otsoissoETE LINLNEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO CALL ANDINSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILLPAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR-RIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS.OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE INTHE CITY
WE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
JOHN G. REHKOPPF
same degree, and that some dogs of
purest pedigree prove worthless
upon trial. It is stated in the Ency-
clopedia Britanica title 'Dog,' that
'the bloodhound, regarded by many
as the original stock feorn which all
other varieties of British hounds have
been derived, is not to •be met with
in entire purity. Its distinguishing
features are long, smooth and pen-
duous ears, from eght to nine inches
in length, roll muzzle, broad breast,
muscular limbs and deep, sonorous
voice. The prevailing color is red-
dish tan, darkened toward the upper
part, and often varied with large
bla.ck spots. It stands about twen-
ty-eight inches high.' It is stated by
Webster that the bloodhound was
formerly used for pursuing runaway
slaves, and that 'other varieties of
dogs are often used for the same pur-
pose and go by the same name. The
Cuban bloodhound is said to be a va-
riety of the mastiff.'"
After a careful consideration of
the sytioe court, we think that it may
be safely laid down that, in order to
make such testimony competent, even
when it is shown that the dog is of
pure blood and of a stock character-'
ized by acuteness of scent and power,
of discrimination, it must be estab-
lished that the dog in question is pos-
sessed of those qualities, and has been
trained or tested in their exercise in
the tracking of fruition bings, and
that these facts must appear from
the testimony of some person who
has pens...onob knowledge thereof. We
think it must appear that the dog so
trained and tested was laid on the
trail whether visible or not, concern-
ing which testimony has been admit-
ted at a point where the circum-
stances tend clearly to show th-
goilty party has been, or upon a track
which such circumstances indicate to
have been made by hint When so
indicated, the trial court should ex-
clude the entire testimony in that re-
gard from the jury. It is well knowrr
that the exercise of a myeterious pow-
er not possessed by human beings be-
gets in the minds of many people a
ouperetitious awe, like that inspired
by the bkeding of a corpse at the
toech of the supposed murderer, and
that they see in such an exhibition a
direct interposition of divine provi-
dence in aid of human justice. The
very name bx which the animal is
called 'has a direct tendency to en-
hance its impressivenene of the per-
formance, and it woukl he dangerous
in the extreme to permit the intrdo-
duction of eisc'h testimony in a crim-
inal case under conditions which did
not fully justify itq consideration as
a circumstance tending to connect the
accused with the crime.
Resigned to the Inevitable.
(Spare Moments.)
The invalid called in his laisyer,
and said:
"I wish to explain again to you
about willing my property—"
The attorney held up his hand reas-
suringly.
"There, there," said he, "leave that
all to me."
The patient sighed resignedly.
"I suppose I might as well," said
he, turning upon his pillow; "you'll
get it anyway!"
Beat Her to It.
(Stivart Set.)
Jones: "VVIefl, I got the best of my
wife yesterday."
Horniltrm: "How did you manage
it?"
"Why, I admitted that I was wrong
before she had a chance to argue with
me."
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43t Jefferson
atreet.
Lump and Egg
Nut ... ..
ORDER
BUGGY CO.
4++ITif
 4
BARRY iHENNEBERGER
BOTH PHONES
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL,
AUGUST DELIVERY.
Lump and Egg ...
Nut 
• 1 le Bushel
 
 
10( Bushel
SEPTEMBER DELIVERY.
13e Bushel
. 12t Bushel
NOW.
ME MIER 118.50 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGE1VCY
FlIti)•i.C.AH REAL FSTC.A WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASYMONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY, SEND FOR
11:1)6.• 44 W. waTTTEMOR.E.
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CLEANLINESS
is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-piece
"Stsedise Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water as desired at your touch.
We have samples in our showroom
and will gladly quote you prices.
1
_!D. HANNAN, Plumber.
Everyone
1
Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
CAMP. k 
-
Express Service.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. iiimmimmpftempr-ir
Peoples' Independent Telepnone C
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Municipal Ownership.
Some of the advocates of municipal
ownership of! public utilities have sup-
plied us with water rate? of several
citnes and which seem to he much low
er than those charged in Paducah-for
similar service. This makes it evi-
dent that consumers in this city are
paying more than they should pay,
but what is the remedy?
If the people who favor municipal
ownership, or those who de4re cer-
tain evils regulated, will get together
and organize a league they will have
the coming battle more than half
woo. Talk is cheap but never
counts unless backed up by action.
Thousands of citizens of Paducah be-
lieve in municipal ownership and
tisousands favor more rigid regula-
tion of the public corporations. 'These
people must act together if they
viri5h to accomplish anything. It will
take some time and money to launch
the movement, the first step being to
look at it as a strictly business
proposition, organized on sensible
lines and its affairs in the hands of
men who can and will devote some
time toward- s: advancing the cause.
In union there is strength, and if
every voter who believes that Padu-
eah has been Oarsiststad long enough
by a select few who own stock in the
public corporations, will co-operate
in the organization of a municipal
league they will have the power to
name every member of the general
council and :through that body de-
mand and obtiiin reforms all along
the line, and save to /the citizens of
Paducah thousands of dollars each
year. It makes rro difference what is
being done in other cities, it will
never be done here until every man
who favors a change comes forward
and lines ,uk. for the fray. That a
struggle is Mot far distzne is very
plain to tis.4dt. any one man or a
handful of them who undertakes the
task alone is;a fool for he will meet
with a failure. -
Among the advocates of municipal
ownership of lights and waiter are
sonic of the wealthiest and most in-
flueatial men in this city. Let those
gentlemen have a meeting and form-
ulate plans and then begin tbe work
of organization, but if they expect to
be too busy with their own affairs
sad expect everybody else to jump
into the ring, they are badly mis-
taken.
Paducah has contributed tens of
thousands of dollars in. the last few
aears to certain interests when the
people 2e large should have had the
benefit of the money so spent and
valuable franchises. that were given
away. This city Neill contimie to
grow and the tribute to the corpora-
tion* grow larger every year, but; if
thr people will only organize and
heat for their rights in less than five
years the city will be in a position
to cat down the enormous •tax rate
and Inn procure the same tiervic.e• for
a at least twenty,ive per cent-
The proposition is an
and thousands of dollars
 1-- —La—
enormous one and stimulated an endless amount of
us/class agitation. In faarking . awaywi spent !lt baclefO a century-old principle of in-dividual freedom and public rights hehas followed abstraction just about asfar sway as he could wander from
concrete facts, and immediate duty.
He is far more impressive as a chau-
tauquan than as an executive.
If Mr. Roosevelt would give over
paraphrasing old principles and take
to punishing the offending officials oflawless corporatons he would do the
country more good and contribute
something to the advancement of jus-tice. Undoubtedly our present laws
are inadequate to cope with corporate
misbehavior in every particular, butif such laws as we have were rigor-
ously enforced there would be far lessto talk about. If the laws on the
statute books during the past nine
years had been enforced by Hies' Re-publicans in office the trasi ‘.tesue
would be relatively snimportapt; Itis because of the laxity of administra-
tion that corporate inquity has at-
tenet) its growth and power. Inter-
state commerce laws and penal laws
as applied to col pot at e offenses 'havebeen dead letters since the days ofCleveland and Harmon; their nonen-
forcement has been the consideration
of Republican tenure; they have been
used as a bluff and a bugaboo to com-pel campaign contributions.
Law#nforcement as a national is-
sue is quite as vital as questions of
new and additional legislation. All thelaws that could -be made by a willing
congress would avail nothing if un-
enforced—and incidentally the effect
of a whole penal code would be nil if
the president and his subordinates de-
clined to apply them when friends of
the administration got in trouble.
be
to defeat steps towards a reform,
but if the people will come out, co-
operate and organize the work can
be done in short order and the entire
community benefitted.
How to Eliminate Graft,
The depositions taken in the ease
against the Globe Printing company
of Louisville, wherein the attorney-
general is seeking to recover the
sum of $24,000, upon the ground that
the lot of books furnished the state
by the printing concern and for
which it collected $28,000 could have
been furnished by any other printing
establishment for less than $4,000,
gives an insight into our state af-
fairs. Two depositions were taken
Friday and one printing house said
the books should not have cost the
state over $4,000, and another house
said the books could have been furn-
ished for $3,000 or $3,100. Here is
one little contract on which the tax-
payers are stood up and made to pay
seven times the sum at which the
baoks could have been furnished. To
brand the trairsadtion as graft is put-
ting it rather mild, for if the figures
given in the two depoeitions are re-
liable, the people of Kentucky were
virtually robbed of $24,000. If this
is a flair sample of the methods em-
ployed by the gang at Frankfort is
it not enough- to cause the people to
think that our state affairs are honey-
combed watt rottettess? And if this
be true, we ask are the people of
Kentucky a set of knaves or fools,
and will they longer tolerate such
conditions? If the people would
regulate conditions, they must begin
at the very foundation by electing
none but honest men from constable
on up to the state executive. Men
who offer for places on the fiscal
boards of the counties, or to sit in
the municipal boards must be clean
and above reproach. We must not
become so absorbed with the idea
that affairs at the capital need regu-
lating, that we forget or overlook
conditions akt home. In this day of
machine politics graft is essential to
maintain the machine and the trail
of the serpent extends from the state
house square on down to the humble
court house and dingy city hall. It
matters not what claims a candicisatie
puts forward for the office he seeks,
that should be a secondary considera-
tion with the voter. In casting a
vote the citizen should be governed
solely by his estimate of the candi-
date's character and ability and fie-
ness to fill the office. Unless this is
dent the little fellows will take their
cues from the bigger ones and every-
thing will be graft.
Lea the good work be started at
home and when the sense comes to
sclera state officers those who now
seem to be !squandering the tax-
payers' money will be relegated to
private life and our entire affairs be
placed in the hands of honest men.
The Louisville Bost makes this
hopeful comparison: Keep these
faits in mind: In 1878 she population
ef 'New Orleans, was 216,000; in zgos
it is 287,000. By August to, 1878,
there had been 126 deaths from yel-
low fever; by August to, Igoe, there
had been 12e deaths from the same
cause. But from August to to Au-
gust 19, 1878, there were 228 deaths,
or 23 daily; whereas, this year, for the
same. ten days, there were but 68
deaths, or less than seven daily.
From the many kind words receiv-
ed for the expression in yesterday's
Register in which we favored- the
open door policy against/ a quarare
tine, we are thoroughly convincedthat the sentiment of the majority of
our people is with at on that prop-
osition.
The Question of Federal Citizenship.
(Southern Exchange.)
Another question involving federal
citizenship, the rights of the man whoholds to the powers and diuty of thefederal government to protect soch
citizens and other collateral issues,is beginning to loom up on the ho-
rizon. In Madison county, Ala., re-
cently sundry citizens indicted by a
state grand jury for participating in
mob volence applied to the United
States district court on a writ of he-
bees corpus for release. The writ was
denied, -but it tie!, no bearing on the
quesiton at the bottom of the appli-
cation. The protection of the federal
government 'has so far been extended
to its citizens only as against citizens
or corporations; of other states thin
the one in which 'he resides or an ac-
count of race, but it begins te be' pede
sable that under exigencies larbli to
arise it may be proper and rigist to
extend such protection as against
state judicial authority.
In the matter of quarantine' 'es
pecially controversies are very likely
to arise to decide whether state auth-
orities do not exceed their authority
over the citizen, who is guaranteed
by the constitution certain inalienable
rights which may no more be denied
him by the people and official (*.hit
own state than by those of any other.
Citizens are being deprived bYthou.-
1
 
ands of the right to travel, trade, pur-
sue ordinary business, etc., by the
local and subordinate authorities of
states, and it is not stretching mat-
ters mach to declare that he su-
preme authority of the federal gee-
ernmtnt be properly invoked.
This presents another argument
for the assumption by the federal
goVtesiunent of control of the situa-
tion whenever the country is invad-
ed by stsch diseases as yellow fever
and the black plague. The inefficien-
cy of the measures taken by states,
their conflicts with each other and the
necesaity for uniform treatment all
argue few a higher and more wide-
spread authority.
Why Not Enforce the Law?(St. Louis Republic.)
Speaking of "the effort No secureadequate and effective supervisoryand regulatory control over all greatcorporations; doing an interstate bus-iness," Me. Roosevelt declares that
"our ideal must he the effort to com-bine all proper freedom foe individualeffort with some guarantee that theeffort is not exercised in contraven-tion of the eternal and instruTableprinciples of justice"; a beautiful if
not altogether new abstraction.Thomas Jeftersion'e day was familiar
with it.
The problem of controlling the
corporations has been greatly magni-fied by administration:, unwilling toperform their plain duty as alreadydefined, and Mr. Roosevelt has been
one of the principal offenders in the
effort to confuse the public vision
He has devoted 'meccal verbose and
eye menages to•the twbject
goy. Ileckham'il Magda.
(Russeleelle News.)
Just why the governor of This
state saw fit to send two companies
of infantry and a partial battery of
light artillery to Russellville for the
purpose of prhtecting W. R. Fletch-
er and his fellows in infamy, during
thcer trial at the present term of the
Logan circuit court, does not appear.
We understand that the governor,
in cases where counsel for unprip
clients get into a panic and ask
troops, makes an inquiry of the
of the court and the sheriff of the
county; and if these officials desire
the aid of troops they are seat. ot'he'r-
wise not. Both Judge Sandidge and
"Sheriff Dickason advised the gover-
nor that in their judgment the civil
authorities could and would c with
the ertnatlan. Thie wag t The
atmosphere was perfectly quiet.
Whatever excitement. there 'had been
had subsided: reaeon had resumed
its sway. The death penalty given
the first culprit had appeased the pub-
lic fully. The governor was not aak-
ed by any local antlisaritiee to send
troops. They advised that they could
attend to the situation. Yet they are
here and it is heralded ebteekl tlULt
thee are. '
The governor must know that there
are a lot of good people in !maple
county who resent this deeply. They
resent being classified with Breathitt
county. Logan county has been a
law-abiding, peace-loving, honorable
county • for more than a buideed
peare. The judge of the eonH did
not ask for tire troops. nor did the
eireriff ask for them. The governor
alone is responsible for the preeence
of troops and the Neves regrets his
action niore than we can say. fp I.
*
THE KITTY FLAG
Copped By Alices Through
Game of Yesterday.
INDIANS LET HONOR
EARNED GET AWAY,
Contest Settled in a Thirteen Inning
Game Played for All It Was
Worth.
CLUBS WILL NOW PLAY
EXHIBITION GAMES.
How They Ended.
• W. L. Pct.Vincennes 
 4 2 .657
Faducah 
 
 2
 4 .333
•
Pasant Has Flown.
Vincennes won the tgos pennant of
the K. I. T. league.
By winning yesterday's game from
the Indians at League park in thir-
teen innings of hard battle for su-
premacy Vincennes pulled down the
flag and eke race closed. It was abitter pill to wallow, but the Indians
wrote their own prescription when
they made three successive bobblesin the unlucky, superstitious, miser'-
able thirteenth.
It was one of the prettiest pitchers'battls of the season. Brabic was
pitted against Perdue and both pitch-
ed major league ball. While more
Las were secured off Perdue he kept
them well apart. But for the three
awful errors in the last round the
race for the flag might; yet be unset-
tled as the sun was sinking and day-
eight was fading. Umpire Zinkins
would have been compelled to call
the contest after the thirteenth on
account of darkness, but the unex-
pected hat) to happen.
After one was out in the thirteenth
Duggan got to first on Perry's fum-
61e. Perdue hit a grounder that Bo-
hanon made a mess of but Dugan
was caught trying to reach third on
the error. Marre had to juggle
French's grounder, then Donovan
sent a fly down in right field which
was good for two bags, Perdue and
French scoring. Cooper enSed theianing by going out from Efohanon
to Hughes.
The' skee:
Vincennes-2.
Paducah—o,
r h c
Vincennes 
 2 5
'Paducah 
 o s
Batteries—Perdue and Matteson;
Brahic and Land. Umpire Zinkins.
Almost a Row.
In the fourth inning of yesterday's
gome serious trouble was averted.
McClain was called safe at first and
the whole Vincennes team surround-
ed Zinkins. Hippert wanted to do
business with his dukes, which
brought Sheriff Potter and his two
deputies to the diamond. Hippert
was mad and resisted the sheriff, who
might him by the collar and assisted
by a deptty marched him to the
bench. Manager Kolb, of Vincennee
interceded and promised to be re-
sponsible for any further action of
Hippert so he was allowed to con-
tinue playing. Hippert placed him
self in an attitude to get into serious
trouble and it was fortunate that the
affair ended as it did.
•••••••••
Hickman 6, I. I. C.'. o.
Hickman, Ky., Aug. 26—Hickman
took the third straight game from
the I. B. C's of Memphis today
Score, 6 to o. The feaeure was the
pitching of Morgan, who struck out
fourteen and allowed only lour hits.
Morgan and Blake, Colter and Brady.
Umpire. Dodds.
Two Crack "Kid" Teams.
The belvederes will play the
South Paducah% this afternoon at
Sixteenth and Tennessee %treats. Bat
tries—Beliederes, Smith and Pear-
son; South Padircahs, Bergdoll and
?Candy."
Ex-Kitty Pitchers Lose.
Freeman was beaten Friday by
Grand Rapids. He Waa found for 18
safe has. Wiley Piatt,.with Toledo,
lost to Minneapolis, the latter secur-
ing fourteen hits.
The L. A'. L.'s and Central teams
'sill play a match game of baseball
at the shop grounds tomorrow. Bat-
teriee are Block and Block for the
L. A. L.'s, Sutherland and Smith for
the Centrals:
Amateur Games.
The F. W. Cooks and Old Heads
will play a match game of ball at
Wallas. pare Sunday morning at
9:30 o'clock, No admission will be
charged..
'1Game Today.
Paducah and Vincennes will play 
Mr. E. W. Bagby, refleree in batik-
xibibition game today. Douglass 
ruptcy, is preparing the necessaryan e 
paper for a motion to he made atwill probably pitch for the Ibrnier
 
Louisville next Wednesday asking forand Whittley for the latter. 
shy sale of the steamer Charleston.
The motion is being filed at the in-Mts. Laura Oxford, aged 32, 
tIllness w 
jump-
ed from the Fads bridge at St. I.xesis 
*since of the Eaton Lumber corn-
drowned. eir he cause
acto the
., and was 
pany and several other creditors.
THE
RACKET" SIM
NEW GOODS
ALREADY THINGS ARE BEGINNING TO LOOK 1-IKYFALL.
—
OUR BUYER IS EAST PICKING THE CHOICEST THINGS THEMARKET AFFORDS AND SENDING THEM IN TO BE PUT ONSALE FOR THE EARLY SHOPPERS. NEW GOODS ARE MAK-ING THEIR APPEARANCE AND THIS BIDS FAIR TO BE AN EX-CELLENT SEASON AS FAR AS QUALITY, QUANTITY AND THEPRICE CrQ.
the Elite
Glove fitting.
petticoats.
IS A PERFECT FITTING SAT-
EEN SKIRT FOR LADIES IS
MADE ESPECIALLY FOR NEAT-
NESS DOES AWAY WITH THE
OLD TIME DRAW STRING AND
ILL FITTING EFFECTS THE
OLD FASTENERS CREATE AND
GIVE YOU A FIT THAT IS.
EQUAL TO THE DRESS SKIRT.COME IN AND LET US SHOW
YOU THIS SKIRrAND EXPLAIN
ITS GOOD MERITS. PRICES RUN
FROM gg CENTS UP.
flannelettes.
SOME VERY PRETTY THINGS
CAN BE SEEN IN NEW FLAN-
NELETTES. HAVE ALL THE
NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS,
SOME VERY NEAT THINGS
WITH WHITE GROUND AND
COLORED POLKA DOTS AT to
CENTS YARD. IN THIS LOT
ARE SOME SWELL FLOWERED
AND PERSIAN STYLES FOR KI-
MONAS.
New Dandbags
HAVE SOME NEW THINGS IN
LADIES' HAND BAGS TO SHOW.
THESE ARE ALL NEW CREA-
TIONS IN THE BAG LINE,
PURCMIHOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
SCHOOL BOOKS and
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY, YOU AVOID THE RUSH.
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT. IF YOU HAVE ANY EXCHANGE TO MAKE, COME
DOWN AT ONCE. WE CANNOT EXCHANGE DURING THE
RUSH
BOOK LISTS FOR ALL THE GRADES
NOW READY.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT.
NORTH THIRD STREET, Half Block off Broadway.
5 E BALL
TODAY.
PADUCAH -VINCENNES
Admission—General, 25c; Grand Stand, 33c Box Seats, 6o<
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P N.
ALL PERSONS DESIRING OR HAV1149 CON-
TRACTED FOR SPACE IN THE LABOR DAY EDI-
TION OF THE JOURNAL OF LABOR ARE ItitQt7EST.
ED TO MAVE COPY IN THE OFFICE BY
WEDNESDAY NOON.
NEXT
C. F. Johnson Manager•
OFFICE xis SOUTH THIRD.
ine 
Undertakers and Embalmers,
i3o SOUTH THIRD ST PADUCAH, Kit
MAIM., RINGER & CO.
• Wants Order to Sell.
Sublecrihtt. foe the Register.
Moving a Cttunty School House.
11121
Mr. Clay Bean, of the Benton gray ,et. road, was in the city yeeterday.He has the contract for moving theschool house in district No. 5 a dis-tance of one mile. It has been movedabout half way and will be placed atit new location in about two weeks.wheel Rbe,faIl term of school begins., • •
•
Lac a Wee.' for The Register.
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RUN INTO JAIL
YOUNG :METROPOLITAN, AN
ALLEGED ROBBER, IN
TROUBLE.
Charged With Having Followed a
New Friend to Hotel and Nipped
His Valuables.
Otty Johnson, a young white man
of Metropolis, is now languishing in
the county jail with a serious charge
confronting him. He is accused of
robbing Mr. John Bridges, of Carrs-
vile, of $12 in money, clothing and
other articles. Johnson was captured
by Policeman Mlke Dugan at Fourth ,
and Bored streets yesterday after-
noon.
Bridges is a son of Mr. Joe Bridges
the hotel man of Carrseille, and was
in the city Friday to spend a few
Hours 'seeing the sights" before leav
ing for Oklahoma to visit his sweet-
heart. In his rounds he met Johnson.
When Bridges retired to bed at the
New Richmond, or latter inethe night,
Johnson is alleged to have visited the
room and when be departed • took
with him $12 in cash and clothes, etc.,
belonging to Bridges.
When Jehrtion was arrested he
had on a coat and a pair of pants
_which Bridges idented at yeing his
property; $2.30 in morsey-was also
found in Johnson's paskiet. Bridges
also identified Johnson as ffie person
who was with him Friday night.
Bridges has recently been gather-
me pearls from messel shells and had
quite a number with him but they
were not molested by the stranger
who confiscated the other articles.
HOW TO KILL MOSQUITOES.
All Species, Even Mrs. Stegomyia
Fasciata, Easily Slain.
If you will burn sulphur candles
for one hbur in s.your room Mrs. Steg
ornyia, her immediate family and her
friends, the Anepreles and Culex,
will be killed, your room will not be
injured, and a short time- after opening it again you may sit therein with
safely.
A number of methods are daily sug
gested by advertisers as to how tokill mosquitoes, but Dr. Marcusliaise, secretary of the board ofhealth, who has charge of the fig'ht
on mc•euiteses in Memphis gives the
above method of ridding a room ofimene. Another method is to burn
a mixture oF moo:pito powder and
aiccihol. A longer period shodld be
given this preparation for burning.
Neither of these methods is harmful,
says Dr. liaise.
STRANGE DISEASE FATAL
Illiarshall County Farmers Continue
to Loose Many Porkers.
Reports from Sharpe, Marshall
<aunty, are that hogs are still dye ng
rapidly of a strange and unknown
malady Over a hundred hogs havedied within the past week and the
farmers declare that they will not
raise swine very extensively in the
future but wiil devote gear time to
the product:gone-if large crops.
Mr. J. F. Eley, who kat is fine
hogs by the disease, has buried them
in a *port recently prepared and call-
the '4Isog cemetery." It. is tinder thevorhadie of a huge hieferwy Iree and is
surrounded by a stone fence and is
there is no possible danger for even
the sod that ties above the hem',
 le) bed lambed. Mr. Eley ;tars be will
soon have markers put on the
graves.
No remedy has yet been found to
abate the disease. i.
Though there is
fered for the men
miners at Tracy.
grins have not been
a big reward (If.. 
whoshot the four
Tenms,, the aegis-
uncovered Yet
BIG CROWD
•
ATTENDED AN)..4)DD FELLOW
BARBECUE AT FQLSOM-
DALE YESTERDAY,
Some Twenty-five Paducahans Were
Present and Report a Glorious
Day.
THE W. T. C. UNION.
, The Relation of the Union and the
Press Considered.
, 
Yeeterday was a glorious day in
Folsomdalc. Folly a,soo people were
ediere from all surrounding towns to
witness the exercises and attend thebig barbecue which was given in corn
memoration of tita Odd Fellows'lodge. It 'was a day long to be re-
membered.
Mr. SaR Dougharlay, of Mayfieldlodge I. 0. 0. X. No. 151, was
chairman and grail marshal of the
clay. The welcome address was deliv
ered by Mr. J. C. Doughaday, of the
Folsomdale lodge. Addreses which
aroused tremendous applause were
given by Mr. P. J. Beckenbaugh and
Attorney L. K. Taylor, sef Inglesidelodge No. Pas, of Paducah, and Eld
W. T. Logan, Ofidhe Mayfield lodge.
Deal's band of Paducah rendered
excellent and appreciative music for
the occasion.
About fifty carcases of sheep' and
hog were served in a delicious oldtypical country style, and to provethat it was enjoyed it can be said
nothing was lek. The Paducah partydid full justice to all that was in
sight.
The Paducah crowd numbered
about twenty-five. They left here at
7 o'clock yesterday morning by rail
to Boaz, where they were meta by a
committee with necessary vehicles
for their conveyance to Folsomdale,
a distance of four miles from Boaz.
They arrived here on their return
about 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
The lodge at Folsomdale has alerge membership and is one of She
most enthusiaetic mad prosperous
lodges in the country.
HOLMES HAS BEEN INDICTED
Accused of Conspitacy to Defraud
the Oovemitnent.
Washington, Auf: 26.--Edwin S.
Holmes, of Washington City, .until
recently the associate statistician of
the department of agriculture, but
who was dismissed as an outcome of
the investitylinto ales leakage in
the cotton poets, has been in-
'klicted by the grand jury on a charge
of conspiracy to defraud the govern-
ment. This announcement, was made
by United States District Attorney
Morgan H. Beaeh.
The report of the secret service
agents into the charges alleging that;
adeknce information regarding the
cotton crop reports had been given
to cotton brokers in New York as-
serted that Holmes had communicate-
ed advance information to L. C. Van
Riper, a New York broker, and
yesses Haas, Of New York, whom
Van Riper said acted as a go-
between; in conveying information
from Holmes to other New York
brokers.
CAN? BE TRIED FOR BIGAMY
"Bluebeard" Hoch Gets Rid of Part
of His Troubles at Least.
Cheer), Aug. 36.—Johann Hoch.
who wit to have been hanged Fri-
day for the morder of Marie Wekker-
linch, will never be tried on the
charges of bigamy hanging over his
head, as the csees 'were never called
or continued by the states attorney
during the four terms of court which
have passed since the iedictments
were found. The prosecution is pow-
erlese to prevent his discharge on the
bigamy charges. White Hoch *was
believed to have at least twenty
wives, only two indictable cases were
found.
e meeting of the W. C. T. U.
Thursday afternoon was a most
pr fitable ono Mrs. Dorothy Koger,
superintendent of press work, gave
exceedingly interesting talk on the
importance of this department. Some
very valuable suggestions from the
national suPei•interedent were pre-
sented in regard to the relation of
the Union and the press, claiming
that since its organization the work
and influence of the W. C, T. U. haddone not o little in elevating the tone
of the press, while at the same timejournalism had rendered invaluable
service to the W. C. T. U. by its pub
Iscation of the re-sults of the latest re-
searches in regard to the nature and
effects of alcohol, and the dissemina-
tion of news in regard to the nearly
fifty departments of work, including
narcotics, scientific temperance in-
•snuction, social purity, evangelistic
work, legislation soldiers and sailors,
flower mission, mercy, Sunday schoolliterature, and not the least of which
is the press.
Mrs. Koger gave as a fine illustra-
tion of this fact, the page given in
the September number of the Ladies'
Home Journal exposing the frauds
practiced by, the manufacturers of
some 'extensively advertised patent
medicines, and the experiments of,
Dr. H. J. Read, of the sanitarium at
Battle Creek, Mich., demonstrging
the presence of alcohol in various
nostrums advertised as perfectly
harmless. The national superintend-
ent of pre-fs work would urge all
unions to extend every possible cour-
tesy at all times to the local press,
with the assurance that whenever
this is done courteous treatment will
generally be extended in return.
On next Thursday afternoon there
will be a mothers' meeting conducted
by Mrs. J. A. Norvel. Subject.s that
will be considered are: "Noted Moth-
er: and Workers,N "Divine Libra-
ries" and "Temperance Education
of Children." A cordial invitation to
all friends of the cause is extended.
MAKES DESCENT
IN SUBMARINE
President Roosevelt Braves Dangers
of Briny Deep.
Oyster Bay, L. I., Aug. 26.—Presi-dent Roosevelt late yesterday after-
noon mode a descent lento the waters
of Long Island Sound on board the
submarine torpedo boat Plunger. He
was aboard the vessel about three
hour,. At one time the little boat
was submerged for fifty minutes andin that time was put through all of
the submarine feats of which she is
capable. The president expressed,last night tie delight at the novel ex-perience, and said that he was im-
mensely impressed with the boat
and witty the manner in which she
was handfed.
TO ENJOIN KNIGHTS
OF HONOR
Seeking to Prevent an Increase in
Benefit Rates.
War
Henderson, Ky., Aug. 26.—Dr. T.
W_ Taylor, a prominent physicianfiled suit in the orcuit court this
morning, asking an injurfction againstthe Knights of Honor to prevent anincrease from 118 to $15 per month
on a benefit certificate, taking effect
September 1. He says he joinedthe order at the age of efty-fouryear*, and has been a member twenty-
seven years. He has paid asess-
n1ent iii (egress; of the value of his
certificate, and claims the effect of
the new rate would be to virtually
confiscate the policy.
Calkeway, president of Van-derbilt aniversity board of trust, is
seed to have gone to New Orleans
to lend his assistance in fighting thelever.
PROVED EASY
EXCURSIONISTS TO CHICAGO
BOUGHT CERTIFICATES
NOT NEEDED.
Some Smooth Guy Set Story Going
That Certificates Alone Would
Get Them Home.
A large number of the Chtcago ex-
cursionists returned yesterdlay after-
noon after having been gone since
Tuesday. They report that every
thing was smooth sailing until they
were preparing to Irave for home.
Sonic wise gay señ ut the report
that they could not leave the city un-
tl they.pad secsked a health certifi-
cate froin the Cook county board ofhealth. Many of the crowd in their
excitement and eagerness to depart
from the \‘'lndly City were duped in-
to supplying themselves with a cer-
tificate at 50 cents per.
Mtany of the bunch quickly "cough-
tions. One which we would have
least suspected was Mr. Rodney
Davis, of Paducah. It is said •he was
so anxious to depart from his money
that the person issuing them was
ordered to "make 'hake."
Parties Who did not secure cer-
tificates of course were allowed to
pass unmolested the same as if they
had a car load.
And this was in the same state as
Cairo, which town has been howling
much about the sale of health certifi-
cates.
Consistency is not an Illinoisjewel.
Everybody Working to One End.
(Louisville Herald.)
Civic 5uccess depends on every-
body's' working together for the com-
mon good. The American city that
does not advance stagnates. From
stagnation to retrogression is but a
step. From retrogression to ruin an-
other. We have not, indeed, many
ruined cities in America; but there
are old towns all over the country
grass grown, moss covered and se-
pulchral looking, of which the passing
stranger is told, "This was a good
town before the war," or "This town
was a flourishing place before rail-
ways were built," or again, "This
Iowa svould have been all right, but
it,got into bad bands."
inset collapse of towns boomed into
an artsficia} growth everybody under-
stand,. They spread like an inverted
triangle, wrong end up. The lid, too
heavy for the supports, the structure
lel Pieces. But for towns well sit-
s tpdidwit;13 perhaps a good river
a fine, fertile, adjacent
untrysidae, good roads and railway
subservient to its trade and travel,
fallen into decay or ruin, no such ex-
planation will hold.
Something wrong in its citizenship
is the cause of such a city's failure.
The men of capital there lack enter-
prise. There is want .of lodership
and absence ol co-operation among
the people as a body.
This is certainly the age of co-ope-
ration. Every city, county, state and
nation demands. it. The consiounity
animated by that spirit is certain of
progress and prosperty. Such is, we
are happy to notice, the city of Mays-
ville. The Bulletin thus addresses its
fellow citizens: "Citizens of Mays-
ville, some of you are good at saying
what should be done for the buikang
up of the city. Take a hand. You
are certainly under as much obliga-
tion to do a part off the work as any
other person."
In the work' of civic betterment
and enlargement every citizen is in-
terested.
The rascals indicted in connection
with the cotton leak in the agrcul-
twat deportment at Washington are
an being arrested.
UNDER HOMES
FESIDENTS OF WARREN, PA.,
STRIKE PRODUCERS AT
17 FEET.
Discovered by Man Who Sank Wellin Cellar—Neighbors Have
Followed Suit.
Warren, Pa., Aug. 26.—South andCarver, streets are alive with interesttoday as the result of a sensational
strike of oil. The pool was discover-
ed g' a depth of seventeen feet. To-
night there a dozen producinie—Wells,
and under torchlight more are being
sunk. Charles liaggstrorn, the dis-
coverer of the new "field," has been
pumping his well day and night.
Haggstrom sunk a well in his cel-lar and worked it quietly until, neigh-bors discovered the well and begandrilling wells of their own. The max-imum depth at which oil can be pro-
aimed is twenty-one feet. The fieldis located on what is known as the
"Eastsicle fiats." Property is risingin value tonight, and another day, will
see a well
-developed boom.
The Wilburine Oil company 2per-
ates a large refinery a block drs-tant
and has been drilling a well. As a re
suit they have an 'excellent producer
at twenty feet. Every well drilledthus far is a producer.
The theory favored by oil men is
that the seepage from refineries has
accumulated and is this pool thathas been tapped. The oil merr are puz
zled at the extent of the pool, how-
ever, it extending over several cityblocks. Oil men and visitors areflocking into town, taking leases.Haggstrom discovered the pool whiledrilling for water.
GO UNCLOTHED
IN HEALTH SEARCH
New Yak Colony Spends the Day
Nude in Open Air.
New York, Aug. 26.—A queeriealth colony has been discovered in
an obscure country road near Pater-
son, N. J. Encountering a ten-foot
stockade, the authorities undertook
an investigation, but encountered a
number of guards who ordered thernback. "You can't come any fur-
ther," said the guards. "This land belongs to tube 'Jungborn' community.Twenty women of the community aretaking sun and mud baths just over
that hill, and they don't wear lany
clothes when they are taking them.
Please turn around and go the other
way."
It develops that the "Jungborn" setdement was established several years
ago, and includes among its inmates
professional men, artists and music-ians who seek to improve their healthby "getting close to nature." Theylive in tents, or absolutely in the open
and spend the greater part of
each day without clothing of any
sort. Benedict Lust, a German phy-
sician, is the director of the institu-tion, and he has one assistant, a Ger-
man nurse, There are more womenthan men in the community. The
men and women do not meet duringthe day, but at night, wearing lightgarments, assemble in a bungalow,
where concerts and other entertain-
ments are given. The tract of land
on which the settlement is locatgdhas great natural beauty. The onlydrink of the inmates is spring water,
which flows from a hillside, and theirfood is composed exclusively of nuts
and vegetables,
Sir Thomas Lipton says the meas-
urement rules of the New York club
will prevent him fmtn entering an-
other race for the American cup.
The league of American municipali-ties goes to Chicago next year. Theleague adjourned Friday.
Dairy's
Deadache
powdero
Give safe, prompt and positive
relief for a nervrackiaig, head
Splitting headache. They
Cure any
Deadache>te
Mild or severe headaches,
acute cr chronic headaches,
sick, nervous or ineuralgia head-
aches—any and all headaches
are speedily relieved by these
powders.
J. U. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUQ‘IST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELE/1140XF 63. 'e'‘
The recollection of the quail of
our prescriptions; remains lop;
 ter
the price is forgotten: e',.t," 44-
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
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THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 22.9; rising.
Chattanooga, 7.0; rising.
Cincinnati, 13.5; falling.
Evansville, 15.1; rising.
Florence, missing.
Johnsonville, 4.9; falling.
Louisville, 6.7; falling.
Mt. Carmel, 5.0; standing.
Nashville, 9.1; standing.
Pittsburg, 6.7; rising.
Davis Island Dam, 5.2; rising.
St. Louis, 17.9; falling.
Mt. Vernon, 24.3; rising
Fltduciah, 12.0; rising.
-The river is on the gradual rise.
The Katherine has gone into theOhio.
The Hazel left yesterday for Dy-
cusburg.
The Dick Fowler came in on thedot last night from Cairo.
The Kentucky departed at 6 o'clocklast night for the Tennessee river.
The American went up the Ten-
nessee river ye-tcrday with a tow of
empties.
The City of Savannah is due topass up from St. Louis to the Tennes
see river tonight.
The H. W. Buttorff is due here to-
morrow morning from Nashville.She will leave at noon for Clarks-
ville.
J. T. Donovan, local 'T. C. agent.has posted the following notice atriver headquarters at the boat stores:
"All boats on Tennessee sister willhave to use the draw span of the oldbridge until further notice."
The Enoe Taylor has been repair-ed at the docks and will be let oattomorrow. The Bob Dudley 1011 beplaced on the docks tomorrow for re-pairs. There are fnur boats waitingto he pleaced on the doeks.
•1••••••=im.yOnly 5 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
Order Now and Save 2 Cents a Bushel.
Best Kentucky Lump 1 1, Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 0 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)
C. M. BUDD, Manager
all= 11111
Both Telephone Numbers 254
THE KENTUCKY TELEPHONE
IN
TUESDAY NIGHT AUGUST 29
THE FOUR HUNTINGS
THE THR.EE ACT MUSICAL COMEDY
"aim-1m Pnoca.... 1--lontrem
PAEZPvLyEor
 
BeTaHutTfu /aiSr'r
2 CDis ea HEAR TheTheThe
The
Funny Dutchman Laugh
Comic Jew Sing
Soubrette....,...Play Mandolin
Chorus Join In SUE
7 7
The Huntings Dance
The Huntings Sing
The 
Huntingsuntin TumbleThe  
SurprisesA CAR LOAD OF SPECIAL TRICK SCENERY. 
PRICES: 25, 35, 50 and 75c. Seats On Sale Monday At 9 A. M.
• 
In The Theatrical World.
THE FOUR HUNTINGS
The Kentucky, Tuesday Night Next.In a Night in "The Fool House," at
This Week at The Kentucky.
Tue 5day night—The Finn Hunt-
in "The Fool House."
"Do you know 'the public is be-
scorning tired of the show girl," said
Mr. Lew Hunting, who plays the
leading part in the Four Huntings
big Musical Comedy company, as he
was being interviewed in his dress-
ing room at the Olympic Theater by
Mr. Forrest Arden, the Chicago Am-
erican's great dramatic critic. "The
managers of today are dressing the
chorus or show girl SO that you
AR Ott I d think you were at a milliners'
and costume convention. Nobody
knows what the show is about, the
chorus (bunt give him a cliance to
find out. I believe the dial for the
gormusly dressed show girl is at an
end. Managers are beginning to
learn that the show that depends on
the number of times the chorus girl
appears in a new rig does not appeal
to the public. they are becoming
tired of the glitter and want some-
thing they can remember, and that
something is a story or a plot. If
you have good music, songs and
dances, clever specialties interspersed,
all right. A man may go to a show
and enjoy that which pleases the eye,
but if he can't tell Isis friends the next
day what it's all about, he's not a
booster for that show. It may look
all right to him while he is in the
theater and under the hypnotic spell
of the show girl, the music, singing,
dancing, scenery and light effects,
but it's a frost unless he can remem-
ber something to tell about it when
he goes to his work the next day.
That's where the story or plot be-
comes useful and an absolute neces-
sity to the successful productions of
today. That' what makes our act,
'The Fool House,' a big success. I
met a man the other day who asked
me if I was one of the Four Hunt-
ings who played The Fool House.'
He hadn't seen us for three years, but
he remembered the plot. That's what
the people want, and that's what we
are giving them."
At the Kentucky, Tuesday night
only.
EXPRESSES HIS
COMMENDATION
Kaiser Approves President Roosevelt
Efforts For Peace,
Ber:in, Aug. 25.—Emperor William,
the Associated Press is informed, hais
expressed to the members of his; en-
tourage his cordial commendation of
Hr creel c nt R os ve efts:els for
peace and his hopes that they prove
ouccessiul.
Precisely-what the president is do-
ing seems to be unknown to the Ger-
man government, but the postpon-
rent to Saturday of further sittings
of the conference is regarded as in-
dkating that both belligerents desire
3 to prohng the negotiations and that
each is seeking fresh ground for
agreement.
All Russian shares were higher On
the Bourse yesterday, bondi advanc-
ed 3-10 of a point, Russian bank
stock, 1 1-4 and Warsaw & Vienna
railroad stock 4 1-2. Both the bel-
ligerent governments arc putting
out news paragraphs desigped seem-
ingly- to strengthen their diplomacy.
The Krupps, contrary to their usual
castom but doubtless in accordance
with the desire of the Japanese gov-
ernment, announced the receipt of an
urgent reque*4 yesterday to •- hurry
Japanese orders for armor plate and
Orris, costing $11,250,000, while the
Russian goverrrment ha-s issued an
authcsritive statement that it will
never pay a kopeck for indemnity.
'At the head 1.1 the class, Elk's'
Dream me Apr.
WILL NOT STAY
OUT OF PRISON.
Frank Punshon Has Unique Record
in Criminology.
Chicago, Aug. 25.—After three
weeks of freedom, Frank I'unshon,
tokindler and general thief, who for
thirty-four years has been outside of
prison, for no time exceeding three
months, faces a penitentiary sentence
again. With the charges and identi-
fication of six women, who declare
they have been victimized by him
since his release from the, Joliet pen-
itentiary, on August 2, confronting
him, the man whose record in crim-
inology is unique, complacently views
his return to prison and expresses lit
tie regret.
The criminal efforts of Punshon
are said to have started within twen-
ty-four 'hours of his completion of a
four-year sentence in -Joliet. For two
weeks the Chicago police had sought
a man known as Frank Hope, who
inserted advertisenients in newspa-
pers seeking theservices Of house-
keepers and nurses. Meetings with
applicants were arranged in the lob-
bies of downtown hotels, and always
resulted in the hiring of applicants
and transfer of small amounts of
money on some pretext to the adver-
tiser, who represented himself as a
clergyman.
No' Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting dose now wU stay painted
if we do the work
Warren & Son, 1t4 North Sixth.
1Plittfte go-AL ,
PRINTING GRAFT
ATTORNEY-GENERAL PROBING
INTO GLOBE PRINTING
- COMPANY CONTRACT
Charged the State $28,000 For Print-
ing Worth Less Than $4,000 Ac-
cording to Testimony.
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 26.--Deposi-
tions of two witnesses were taken in
Senator Charles Carron office in
the Equitable building yesterday in
the case en which Attorney General
Napoleon Bonaparte Hays is endeav-
oring to recover $24,000 alleged over-
payment on state printing. Hays is
assisted in the taking of depositions
by Senator Carroll. Eli Brown, speak-
er of the lower house of the Ken-
tucky legislature, and Lewis Mc-
Qtrown, chairman of the dernocratis
state committee, represents Harry
Bacon and the Globe Printing com-
pany, against whom the action is in-
stituted.
The first wrtness on the stand was
Foreman Ratling, of the Kentucky
lithographing company. He testified
to the charter of the work done for
the state. According to his
testimony tl....-"work was of an
inferior grade and was not
worth more than $2.800. He also
gave expert testimony on binding and
other details of the work none of
which was favorable to the Globe
Printing comp•ny.
Allen on Stand.
Frank I'. Alkn, of the Courier-
Journal Job Printing company, was
the only other witness on the stand,
and his testimony was not conclud-
ed when the session was adjourned at
3 o'clock. He also testified that the
qtrabity of the work was inferior, and
that it ought to have cost about $3,-
000 or $3,100. Further taking of his
deposition will be resumed at 9
o'clock this morning.
Two years ago Harry Bacon, for
the Globe Prineng company, secured
the contract for state printing of a
certain classification, and included in
this contract he received an order for
9,000 copies of school trustees' reg-
isters and blink reports. Other pub-
Ifshing houses had agreed to do the
work for less than $4,000, and it is
claimed that under the contract the
company was entitled to not more
than $4,000, though it charged $28,000.
The attorney general is willing to
allow the company $4,000 for the
work, and brought suit to recover
$24,00o. A good many depositicms
have already been taken, and will be
filed wfth the fi=6aI court in Septem-
ber,
Other Depositions.
Among the despositions which he
has securedlare those of S. W. Hager,
who was state treasurer at the time
the money was paid, Gus Coultee,
who was secretary of state. Gov.
Beckham was the other merniber of
the commission which allowed the
claim, but his deposition has not
been taken, and Gen. Hays declined
last night to say whether it willt he
taken.
MERCHANTS MASSACRED
Peasants Pick Out Their Eyes and
Cut Off Their Ears.
Odessa, Russia, Aug. 25.—During
a fair in the village of Lihosria, in the
distrct of Werdnedneprovslc, a crowd
of peasants attached the merchants
after pillaging their goods the pea-
sants massacred a number of the
merchants and mutilated others, pick-
ing out their eyes and cutting off, their
ears. 0. ,
Cossocksi arrived too late 'to lave
the buiklingv, which were completely
devastated.
For perfection and punty. atnoke
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rebkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentuc
MONUMENT TO BE REMOVED.
One Commemorating "Old Hick-
ory's" Victory at New Orleans.
New Orleans, Aug. 25.—Unless cso-
position arises from an unexpected
quarter, the 'Frisco railroad will se-
cure from congress permission to
move the historic Chalmette monu-
ment which commemorates Andrew
Jackson's remarkable victory over the
British at the battle of New Orleans.
This monument is situated several
tnj1es below New Orleans and is the
prope e4 the government. The
shaft which exists ii incomplete, all
efforts that have been made to finish
the monument having failed. The rail
road wants to construct twocklips lior
a harbor at the point where the mon-
ument stands, and if the slips are
built the monument will have to be
removed to some other position. It
is understood that the railroad will
propose to complete the monument,
at a cost of several thousand dollars,
provided permission is given to use
the ground on which the monument
is now standing. It is stated by of-
ficials of the railroad that assurances
have been given in certain congres-
sional quarters that a bill authorizing
the removal will not be opposed,
SCANDALS AND SENSATIONS
The, Continue to Be Produced at
Dispensary Investigations.
Coulmbus, S. C., August 25.—.'The
dispensary investigation continues
to produce alleged scandals and sen-
sations Chief 'Constable J. R. Fant
yesterday charged Ml. G. Cowan,
United States commissioner at Spart-
anburg, anti U. X. Gunter, Jr., now
attorney-general, with having in 1902
conducted an employing bureau and
procuring positions for constables
for a financial consideration. .F. M.
MErcort, former state commissioner,
produced t'he letters from J. W. Kelly
& Co. of Chattanooga with reference
to dispensary officials*. Mixon at
first refused to give therrt up and was
arrested for contempt. I I
•
Retort Victorious.
"Of course," 'remarked the fresh
hcsarder from the city, "you've get a
condensed milk cow."'
.'We did have," replied the old
farmer, "but ye see, the sumerser heat
expaided lier."—Phibideliphia Press.
Henry Matalneal, sr., the relialds
book ffilltitlh Wet, Blank looks.
Job and Edition binding. The oaks
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library, work a •911111ak,.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLI6 WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY sVic PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, zse, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPAiNEESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LIME
OF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACIMAND BUILUING AN DROOFING
PAPERS, CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGIST AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Full Supply of The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT.
It is pretty well understood that you can buy your school bookinnd
supplies from us at a better advantage than from any other store in Pa-ducah. Hundreds of customers believe this and tell the; rfrieods aboutit. y Itht try uss secs? Bring us gear old school books. W. boy
dagt has any value.
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WEST KENTUCKY
ANOTHER SUICIDE IN GRAVES
COUNTY BY MORPHINE
ROUTE
Almost a Collision on The I. C. Cairo
Branch—Deaths, Marriages, Ac-
cidents, Etc.
(Clinton Gazette, 25th.)
Mic'hael Mcnamara, better known
to everyone as Mr. /slack, died Wed-
s nesday evening at 6:45 o'clock ofg t pneumonia. He was about 85 years
old and had been in feeble health for
sometime, being afflicted with rheu-
erotism. He and his good wife came
to Clinton some thrty years ago.
(dlayfield Messenger, 25th.)
Charles S. Wilkins, son of J. A.
Wilkins, died at his home two and a
half mils this side of Kansas, Wed-
needay.
W. B. Cash and on of Fancy Farm
arrived in the city Thursday with tor
hogs for shipment. W. A. Cash and
brother brought in about a hundred,
which they whipped.
Rev. J. H Reliance, of Paducah,
pas-sed through the city Thursday
sea from Pilot Oak, where he has been
conducting a reelval for the past ten
days at the Baptist church. He was
invited there by Rev. H. K. Thomas,
the regular pastor for that church, to
assist him in the revival, and to do
most of the preaching. Rev. Rel-
iance did some excellent work and
gave good satisfaction to the breth-
ren, and as a result to the-meeting,
twenty-six were added to the church
and twenty-two were baptised Wed-
nesday evening.
(Wingo Outlook. 25th.)
Miss Della Barlow, of Paduciah, ar-
• rived Monday evening to visit rela-
tives near town.
M. Pliwnlee, wife and grand daugh-
ter, Little Miss' Mary Stephenson,
went to Paducah Thursday to visit
relatives for a few day,.
Miss Jettie Themes and guest, Miss
° :Mildred Campbell, of Paducah, went
to Mayfield Tuesday, near where they
have been visiting the family of Mr.
Hamilton.
Word has reached this office that
Jim Vaughan, of the Pleasant Valky
church neighborhood, took an over-
dose of morphine with suicidal intent
and died from its effects Sunday.
The marry friends of Mrs. R. E.
Dodson. who left here July 18th for
Anson, Texas, will regret the sad in-
eelligence that she is in a dying con-
dition at her grandfather'e home at
that place. Mrs. Dodson is the wife
of Operator R. E. Dodson, and left
for Texas for the benefit Of her
"'at, health.
It is ahray• a physical advisability
to let a billy goat alone, unless you
are a thirty-third degree Mason. A
charming young lady visited relatives
out of town Saturday and Sunday,
and roaming the woodland with a girl
friend, sat down on the steps of 'a
schoolhouse to re*. Along came
Silly. morn' around from !sheer cu-
riosity. The 2-crung lady opened hoe-
tilities by kilt-ling a well directed kick
at his august personage, but her foot
became entangled in Mr. Gent's horns
With a long-drawn ba-a-al Bidy in
his wrath proceeded buttin' right and4 left, and had not the girl companion
choked Billy off by his yoke, and
!railed him with a piece of fence mil,
') we might have had waddler news to
relate, aside from the bruises sustain-
rd.
(Wickliffe Yeoman, 25th.)
Mrs. Ellen Rollin', wife of Virgil
'Rollins, died at her 'home in this city
last Friday night, after an ilkiessi of
three or four years of consumption.
To negeoes were shot oat at Oli-
ver's camp this week. Both were dan-
geroesiy wounded, but both are liv-
ing. Parties doing the shooting were
also ingests.% both of etrom have
been arrested and jailed.
Nearly all the furniture for the of-
fice of Superintendent Delano and his
• staff has arrived, been set up, and the
Cairo & Tennessee River railroad is
now about ready to do business. It
is claimed that something will be
dent in the very near future.
.t Court is still doing business, but
principally on 'civil cases since our
last ssuc. The case of the codenwm-
wealth against Ed Lewis, charged
with malicious shooting 'with intent to
kill, 'has been tried and Taylor sep-
tenced to the pen for five years; Lee
Sams, charged with attempt at areon,
was acquitted. 'Vs'estrneweland, charg-
ed with murder, will be tried today.
What might bore been a terrible
railroad wreck was averted by one of
the most peculiar circumstances that
we have ever knows. A few days ago
4° at the Blankenship crossing, a short
q I distance below Barlow, James Blanks
enehip, whio hives at the crossiag, was
trying to quiet a sick child, whroch was.
very fretful and erring. At lest Me.
Blankenship told the child they would
go out to the track and see the train
past. When he got on the track the
passenger train from Paducah was
leaving Barlow for Cairo, and on
looking towards Cairo 'he saw a spec-
ial coming at a high rate of speed
scar on account of a curve in the
*reek they could not see each other.
life held the child in one hand and
with the other he managed to stop
She trains. When the monsters
were brought to a standstill they
were just ths length of a railroad rail
apart, 
' .
(13ardw ell News, 25th.)
'Monday afternoon the residence of
Ed ,Holt, on the outskirts of Arling-
ton, was completely destroyed by fire.
The house was nearly new, having
been erected just a short time ago.
It was one of the best residences of
Arlingtonsand was a two story struc-
ture. Mr. Holt carried $2,000 insur-
ance on the building and contents.
The origin of the fire is supposed to
have been a defective flue. Mre. Holt
was ironing at the time the fire broke
out. All the contents of the house
were burned.
There is a rumor afloat that the Il-
linois Central railroad company is
snaking efforts to sell its water plant
in this city to the municipality. It
is claimed that the water that is
drawn from the wells contains an ele-
ment that is injurious to locomotive
boilers, and for that reason the com-
pany desires to dispose of the plant.
About six weeks ago Uncle Billy
Ham, who is highly respected and
pitied by everyone who knows him,
was adjudged of unsound mind and
sent to the asylum at Hopkinsville for
treatment. Tuesday afternoon he ar-
'rived' at Bardweil, having escaped,
and W'ecloweday the officials at Hop-
kinsville telephoned the facts to the
county officials. Upon arriving here
Uncle Billy wrote the superintendent
of the asylum that he had arrived
safely at home. Marshal Jess Moss
carried 'him back yesterday.
/During an elect/rich storm yester-
day morning a bolt of the deadly ele-
ment struck the residence of L. B.
Owen at Arlington and completely
tore away the southeast corner of the
house. The window lights on that
side of the building were all broken,
and on the second floor much dam-
age was done by the lightning. A
tree standing in the front yard was
badly torn up. Luckily, no member
of his family was injured.
W. B. (Bed) Estes was injured
shortly after noon Tuesday by being
pinioned under a portion of a falling
building'. Bud was engaged in tear-
ing down a house for T. A. Cross
and was on a ladder inside the build-
ing tearing the roof away when it
fell from its fastenings and caught
him under it. There were no men
folks at homes but several ladies
went to the relief of the injured man,
and succeeded in raising the roof
sufficiently for Mr. Estee to crawl
out. He was considerably bruised
about the face, head and body, but
his injuries are not of a serious na-
ture.
Mrs. G. W. Boeweil died at her
home in the Milburn section early
Tuesday morning. A few days be-
fore her death Mrs. Bagwell was
wised with a congestive chili and
never rallied from its ill effects. Mrs
Boswell was fifty-seven years old and
before her marriage to Mr. Bowen
was a Mite Thomas, a member of
one of the county's best families. She
leaves a husband and several children
Bridal Silver.
Among other of the good, old-faeh-
iened notion's coming into vogue
again is one which concerns the
marking of wedding gifts of silver.
Leading jewelers of New York are
now marking solid silver wedding
presents with the initials of the fam-
ily name of both bride and bride-
groom, coupled by the character "St"
In modern times it has been the CU,-
torn to mark such gifts with the ini-
tials of the bride's surname only.
Whether this' was intended as a spec
ial compliment to her, or whether it
eas intended to signify that the gilts
both of her own and of the bride-
groom's family anti friends, belonged
tc her alone, is conjectural. In some
instances the custom has given rise
tc discord, for in. many cases the
bridegroom's friends felt that, as the
bride was to take his name, the !sil-
ver gifts, being family property, ob-
viously should bear his initial, to
indicate the family name.
However, the revival of the former
custom of utilizing the surname ini-
tials; both of bode and bridegroom
will obviate l'uture difficulties.—Phil-
adelphia Press.
Give and Take.
A Nationalist M. P. tells a good
story. On one occasion, when en-
gaged in canvassing, he visited a
worRingman's house, in the principal
room of which a piceorial illustration
of the pope faced an illustration of
King William, of pious and immor-
tal memory, in the act of crossing the
Boyne.
The worthy man stared in amaze-
ment, and seeing his surprise the vo-
ter's wife explained:
"Shure, my husband's ars Orange-
man and I'm a Catholic."
"How do you get on together?"
asked the astonished politician.
"Very well, indade, barring tire tath
ci Jelly, when my husband goes out
with the Orange procession and
comee home drunk."
"What then?"
"Well, he always takes the pope
down and jumps on him and then
goes straight to bed. The next morn-
ing I get up early, before he is awake
and take down King William and
pawn him to buy a new pope with the
money. Then I Rive the old man the
ticket to get Kitty William (mt."—
Ttt-Bitst.
Mins Ella WiSksoes. of Kokomo,Ind., is one bunched and one years
old and happy to tell Ike age.
THE?. T. M. A.
(Specially Reported.)
Guy Dunning is on the sick list.
Harry Hankle is in to spend Sun-
day.
C. E. Renfro, who sells groceries,
is at home.
Harry Fisher is home from Daw-
eon Springs.
R. S. VoinLoon is home after a
strenuous week's work.
Isa Klein left last Monday on a
ten days trip •in Kentucky.
M. E 'Ham, selling teas, spices and
such thlings, was in last week.
SI Bryant is in St. Louis this week.
Gone after ;tee spring samples.
Gus Smith is spending his vaca-
tion at his old home, Cadiz, Ky.
Mr. TOM Hall is home for a day or
two. It is Mister now. Tom can
tell you about it.
;Prest. Milton Sanchez was in town
last week mingling with the boys. He
left the city last night.
1-1, F. 'Watson, Chas. Bradley and
Gus Covington, of the Covington
Bro. force, are in the city.
Why don't the members of the P.
T. M. C. send in some news for the
news column. Help us along.
R. C. Benner is in Tidioute, Penn.,
on his vacation. Bob goes from Tidi-
oute to Niagra and other points of
interest.
I G. F. Buchannon says he is work-ing "buttons" to the best of his abil-
ity and expects to give us good re-
sults soon.
Gus Smith, Si Bryant and La V4s-
rence Allbritton are tickled te death
over the election of Lackey. They
helped some, I thank you.
Chas. Spillman was glad to get
home this week. Inspectors nearly
got him, but he defended henself
manfully with his health certificates'.
Messrs Kennedy and 'Halbot, man-
agers of the Great Parker Carnival
oornpany were in the city Friday east,
looking after the interest of their
company, which wilt be here Septem-
ber 25 to 30, 19o5.
Every member of the P. T. M. C.
should send in their dimes, which are
pas-abbe quarterly beginning August
Ise Please send H. C. Hoover, sec-
retary, or S. H. Hecht, treasurer$1.50, and ettipt will be mailed to
yoa. I
Ernest Lackey had the honor of
berms one of the lucky candidates
for councilmen in the democratic pri-
mary held last weeks Ernest will
surely be elected in the general elec-
tion, as there is no more popular man
in the city. ;
fPhe state board of health of lain-
nig has agreed to recognize health
certtficates issued by Dr. Horace
Revere, who represents the Kentucky
state board of 'health in this city.
Anyone wanting to visit Illinois can
do eo by calling on Dr. Rivers and
getting a certificate.
Louis Cornillaud certanly deserves
a reward of merit as he sold a carni-
val butrorf to Mr. R. B. Frank, pro-
prietor of Stevens Hotel of Dyers-
burg. Tenn, for $5. Boys remember
the Stevens hotel. It sertainly de-
serves your patronage. We trust
other hotels will do likewise.
A committee composed of Mayor
Yeiser and Dr. H. P. Sights of the
hoard of health of this city went to
Memphis Saturday morning to meet
the Tennessee board of health and
to arrange matters so that certificates
issued by our health officers wtll be
recognized there. As well be seen
by referring to the news columns of
The Register they made the arrange-
ments desired.
'P. T. M. C. club is indebted to Gov.
Bob Taylor for quite a neat siam
realized b ls lecture given at The
Kentucky. The lecture was well at-
tended by the best people of the
city, who showed their appreciation
of the excellent lecture by frequent
applause. There is no better lecturer
on the American platform today than
Gov. Taylor and he will always draw
a crowded trotter in Paducah. Taylor
is a candidate for a seat in the senate
of the United States front Tennessee.
We wish him much success in his
race,
The One Thing Needful.
(New York Mail.)
He was a email man, and thr,t1gh
he was laden with parcel's and beads
of agitation stood upon his marble
brow, there was a self-satisfied air
about 'him as he took his seat beside
the majestic !tidy in the raihvay wait-
ing room.
"John," said the majestic woman,
in an awful voice.
"There, now," he interrupted, "I
knew what it would be. The same
cad question, but I aseure you this
time I've forgotten nothing. There
is the grocery, there's the toweling,
there's the seven and three-quarter
yards of cambric, there is the patent
medicine."
'But. Mut," again that awful
voice.
"I tell you I have forgotten noth-
ing," he said triumohantty. "'Here's
the worsted for your mother, here's
the book for Agnes, the drum for
Thomas, and bere's the blotting paH
per. There you are. The whole lot;
nothing missing."
"Yes, but John, in which of the
shops did you leave your hat?"
'Eugene /*Correia, of Attic, N. Y.,
though crippled and with two eork
legs advertised for a wife and got
the consent of one hundred and
eight women to marry him. 4 I
4aosetelltae-eRise4-mie 
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Excursions
++4.4-4.4.+4•++++.
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bed
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 Tor the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, medial
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. tn.
For Other information apply to Jas.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank L
Bre-en, 'n.;-ent.
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-
western Mutual Life, the best com-
pany in America.
C. B. Hatfield
General Manager.
Four Gents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
iStoVes ard
Ftirtr2itUrte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-230 Court at. Old phone 13141
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Make Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thoe B. McGregory,
Beaton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Beeton. Ky, rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.New Phone 114. Old Phone so3.
GREEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Reams," has moved from
408 Broadway to mg South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
DR. W. C. E'UBANICS,
Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phooe
Residence, flig Broadway.
Phone 149.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN -
noise 196. me% Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dieted.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
DELLI iliordistill anti
Moons, 136-ead.
Paducah. - -
J. C. Flournoy.
Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Ste phone 2137& Clay Sta., Vogne 38,
J. K.- Hendrick J. G. mine
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broaciway.
Peactice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture oa
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
555 to erg South Third St.
G. C. DIUGUID,
A TT 0 RNEY"ATLA W.
tog 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney.
Attorney-at-Law.
Room 13 and la Columbia BI'dg.
Old Phone lot.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms se, is and is. Colmnbi
Building.
. Kentucky
Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Rooms azil and silk. Fratensity Ede
Will practice in Ali courts of Key
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to io a. in., 1 to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. in.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
aot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone p.
Paducah, Kentucky.
—When in Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
H Ors e-Shoeing, Genera/ Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Aventie.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooms 203 and mos
Fraternity
Mee phone sp. Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 2o4-8 Fraternity Building.
A. S. DABNEY,
--DEN T IS T—
Trusiosert Dollen&
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY •
Extrensely bow rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway frompoints on its lines for the followeng
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' national
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion mn be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Ines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Waeb-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Louisvige, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. As, St.
Louie. Mn,
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Notel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 29 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTOR NE-Y.-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law,
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon mat Red.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence roar Clay, Old Phone 1692
 
.41=Ir
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has 8175.0511
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes-
klouses for rent.
Telephone. old, eds.
D. 0. !PARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH, KY.
General Practice.
208-2 to Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone sail at the office, both
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. in.; ito 3 p. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE no NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 298 Office sig
11. —a
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Tned
Co., 306 Broadway.
-
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McPherson Says
TEN PER CENT OF THE MO-
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXER-
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
SKAT SKEETER
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN
TWO SIZES, roc AND asc.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG, STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.
Cor. 4th and Broadway.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Sunday Morning, Aug. 27, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
Call for the "Blue School Lists"
at Hartrcur's Book Dept.
The 'Kentucky Realty Co., to8 Fra-
ternity Building. Otd phone 85i.
Buy your school books and sup-
raes early at Harbour's Book Dept.
—Patrolman William Johnson is
faking his week's vacation and Officer
Hesshot ia filling his place.
--There are awe) bicycles at the
city hall which the owners can get by
calling and identifying them.
—Joe Cothran ia very low over
the Maple Tree saloon at Third and
Norton streets and all hope of his
recovery has been despaireer of.
—There will be no services at the
Fifth street German church until Sep
tanaber or, when the pastor, Rev. Bur
quoin, will return' from his vacation.
—The Labor Day committee will
meet today at 2 p. m to hear general
reports of sub-oorrunititees and make
final arrangements for the celebra-
tion.
- laannhon, of Mecharwcs-
burg has reported the loss of a pocket
book containing $28, two ten dollar
bills one five dollar bill and three
dollars in silver.
—Officers Rogers and Hessian last
night arresteclaiNmas Daley on the
charge of drunkenness. In his pocket
was found part of a shot gun and a
bottle of the juice of the forbidden
fruit.
—The Unique Confectionery com-
pany is the name of a new enterprise
to he opened up about September 1,
moat old Stutz place on Broadway.
Mr. C. F. Hawkins will be manager
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
.Mss 'Thelma Ross is visiting in
Evansvgle.
Detective WilkBater ,has returned
foal] Chicago.
Mrs. Harry Hartia and sen and
Mrs. John Dismukes, 'of Mayfield, are
the guests of Mrs....Lawrence Gleaves.
Mrs. T. .J. Moore anti fagfily have
returned from a several week: visit
to Huntsville, Ala.
Mrs. Eugene 'Radio:lox and family,
of lifocalvilloe, arc visiting in the city.
'Mr. Pat Lsnihan, wife and sister,
Miss allattie Lenitian, of Mayfield,
are visit ng in the city.
alas James allcKeel, of Mayfield,
came down yesterday to join his wife,
who is the guest of .Mrs. L. A. Al-
britton, on west Jefferson street. ,
Patrolman William Orr is again
on duty after. loosing 25 pounds of
avordupois_ from his recent illness.
Mir. James B. Johnson has recov-
ered from his illness and returned
from 
-Sharpe.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Oliver, who
have been sojurning in Denver, Cal.,
for several weeks are expected to
return to Paducah in about ro days
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. English, of
Calvert City, were in the city yes-
terday.
Attorney W. M. Oliver will go to
Benton 'today.
Mr. C. C. Sprague, of the Louis-
ville Title company, returned bome
yesterday atfer spending a few days
in the city.
Dr. Victor Voris is spending Sun-
day at Dawson.
Miss Julia Shelton of Lebanon,
Tenn., who has been the guest of
Mrs. Robert Rivers, has gone to Hop-
naville to visit.
Masa Mildred Harper returns to-
day from a visit to relatives in Paris
Me. Sam Hughes leaves Monday
General Stark, of Marshall County,
are here attending the encampment.
They are guests while 'here of Mrs.
Rosa Starks and Mrs. J. A. Derring-
ton.
Mas. Sam Jackson and son have
gone to Albuquerque, New Mexico
to locate where Mr. Jackson repre-
sents an Ohio pumping company.
Mr. Fendoll Burnett can in yes-
terday from Mayfield to spend Sun-
day.
Mrs. J .£1. Gilbert leaves today for
Benton to visit her daughter.
Miss Katie Rose, daughter of Mr.
Lee Rose, has returned from a visit
to Calloway county.
Mr. J. C. Parsons, circuit clerk of
Livingston county, is in the city.
Sheriff Walter Holland, of Mturray,
was in the city yesterday.
Mr. Tom Banks is here from Muir-
ray.
Mr. Milliken, the mill man of Oaks,
was in the city yesterday.
Messrs,. Jack Crossland and Chas.
Bright returned to Mayfield this
morning.
Mr. Golden Jones has returned
from a visit to Cairo.
Sam Carrico, of Mayfield, is in the
city.
Mr. Eft Foster has returned home
after rusticating at Stiles.
The Treatment of Coke.
The signs of colic are a sharp, hard
cry causing the :lace to become red,
sometimes almost blue, according to
the severity of the pain. During
these paroxysms the child refuses to
be comforted. The abdomen is dis-
tended and tense, the little legs are
drawn up against the abdomen, and
the child is only relieved by getting
rid of the gases formed. Hot liquids
taken into the stomach or administer-
ed by intentinal injuectiou.are usual-
ly very effectual. Gin, brandy or any
stimlant ccntaining alcohol; teas
from herbs; injections containing
medication—these I do not advise the
mother to give without a physician'sfor 'Coiumb:a, Tenn., to attend advice. Pure hot water can, however,school. 
e safely given and tvually with goodM. I. S. Eaves is ill of tYlahc'd effect, soon causing relief at any rate.
fever cat the resid'en"ae of MIt's• Mary First try what can be done by givingMitchell, 913 South Eleventh street. the child hot water through theMrs. J. S. Miller and two dangh- mouth; several teaspoonfuls of veryters, Misses Ida and Effie Miller, of 
-hot water given by a dropper will al-Princeton, have returned tonne af-
ter a visit to Mrs. Miller's son, Mr.
Rollie Miller.
Miss Nell 'Haarilton left yesterday
for Dyersburg .after a visit to the
family of Mr. W. R. Hayes.
Messrs J. S. Jackson, Frank Dean,
and Lawrence Dallam and family
ate retutned from Chicago.
Ars. George Duckett, of Memphis,
is visiting here.
Mass Georgie Moxky is
Loaisr lie.
Miss Blanche Jackson,
Ky.. 4 visiting in the city.
Miss Grace Clendenen, of Cairo,
is the guest of Miss Cecil Nelon.
Mrs. C. T. Wells, of Madisonville,
is the guest of her daughter Mrs
John S. Cheek.
Mr. H. E. Cornell, of Chicago, is
in the city.
Mr. John Conntbaugh has
from Evansville.
Mrs. James E. Wilhelm' and child-
cf tihe company. •
ren returned yesterday from Fulton,
—Mr. John Vl'urth, of Postage- •
vile, Mo.. was taken to the Riverside
aospital ye oa erd ay afternoon, He
had been vioriing at Tolu, Livingston
county, and was brought here on the
steamer litipkins. He is suffering
from malarial fever and is being at-
tended by Dr. Reddick.
—John MaCkiin, of Collinsville,
reported to the police last rrght
that he had been robbed of five or six
dollars in cash and a silver watch
valued at $5 at a resort on West
Kenttrcky avenue. He says he reach-
ed the city a few days ago in search
of work and 'got touched for his roll
as stated.
—In the county jail there are now
confined 33 persons kr various of-
fenses. Among the number there are
two white women, .Mrs. Brockwell,
the child murderer, and Bertha Las-
siter, charged with attempting to pass
a counterfeit bill. There arc three
colored women confined within the
waifs also.
Several arrests under the peonage
law have been made at Oxford, Miss.
The American bar acc(ociation held
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
RLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
visiting in
of Bugg.
returned
30.
Mir. Herbert VsTallerstein and Mir.
Milton Wallerstein returned yester-
day from a visit to Dawson.
Miss Louis Dumas, of Paris, Tenn.,
returned borne yesterday after a
visit to Miss Mary Scott.
Miss Florence Chamberlain of
Canarrdrigna, N. Y., and Miss Lillian
Clines of Tipton, Ind., are the guests
of their cousin, Misa Winifred Cline,
Soma South Fourth street.
Host. Thos. Drewry, of Louiaville,
a member of the lower house from
his city, and candidate for speaker, is
in time city.
Mrs. J. A. Bauer and children re-
turned yesterday afternoon from
Dixon Springs.
Ma. and Mrs. Reuben Rowland and
little daughter have returned from
Dixon.
Mr. Harry Hank and sister, afrss
May Hank are at home from Dixon.
Mira. Ida Smith and son returned
yesterday from Dixon.
Master Henry Mammen, of Owens-
boro, is in the city visiting relatives.
Mks. R. E. Ashbrook and son, Ned,
have returned from Old Brant Com-
fort.
Mrs. Dr. J. L. Dismukts, Jr., of
Mlayfield is visiting in the city.
Mr. Roy McKinney and wife and
Mrs. Comic Grundy returned Friday
from a trp to Old Point Comfort,
New York and Philadelphia.
Editor J. R. Lemon, of Mayfield,
is in the city today. •
Misses Daisy Darnell, Olo Starks*,
Tina Starks, Nina Starks, Evalina
Darnell and Messrs. 'Henry Gardner.
Guy Gardner, Henry Lovett and
most
wind,
from
surely bring up quantities of
and the child will fall asleep
the relief it will get.
Saturday Night.
The twilight falls. A thousand hur-
rying feet
Tread rhythmic on the darrtening
street;
The restless tumu▪ lt of the busy day,
Now softer, fainter, die, away,
As the work), grown weary of its
worldly quest,
Turns again homeward for love and
Test;
While over all, caressing, bend and
beam
The stars that looked on Eden's
I dream.
—Eigenia Panham.
Mayfield, Ky.
An Ideal Circuit.
(Cairo Telegram.)
Cairo, Paducah, Vincennes, Dan-
ville, Jacksenville and laelleville—
doesn't that make an idea: circuit on
paper? This circuit will' place the
league in Class C, just one class high-
er than at prezent. To make a com-
plete trip over that circuit, playing in
every city only requires. a journey of
soo miles, only 36 miles more than
the league of the present, And then,
too, all are good Sunday towns. Well,
we'll wait and see what the fall and
winter brings forth in regard to the
sentiment favoring the national game.
There Was Much Cleaning.
,Yesterday was "cleaning-up" (lay
and many citizens had their premises
cleaned up and a much different ap-
pearance in the observance of the
premises, resulted.
The sanitary ()facers will make
their rounds Mkonday and where the
proclamation of the board oaf. health
was not obeyed warrants will be is-
sued at once.
Real Estate Transfers.
Mt S. Coronet and wife, to Ida
Peoples, properly in the county,
$150.
•Goe. C. Hughes to J. D. McElya,
property in the county, $1,2oo.
Annie Bomainrant and Husband to
the vestry of the Protestant Episco-
pal church, property on Kentucky
avenue, $2,500.
BUILDING FOR SALE.
Bids for the building now occupied
by John B. Terrell as a stable on
Fifth street will be received by the
undersigned until Sept. 5.
G. R. DAVIS.
Pres. Elks' Building, Ass'n.
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED—First-,lass cook for
small family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington street. ti
FOR SALE—Store window and
door frames. Can be seen at 317
Broadway. Phone 1715 for prices.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 6f3-4.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric bights, gas, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
FOR RENT—A store house and
residence above, at 1103 South Third
street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
avenue.
FOR RENT—A seven room house
next to drug store, Third and Jack-
son street. Sewer and gas connec-
tion. D. A. Yeiser.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of buikling on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
!gammen, Jr.
WANTED—Energetic man to es-
tablish business for manufacturer and
sell retail rade. Salary $20 weekly;
expenses advanced. Good route.
Hustle more desired than experience.
G. L. Sexton, Star Bldg. Chicago.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lame recep-
tion hall, Hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to oat pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
cora North Seventh street. New
phone No. 63o.
"Bn
CITY COUT YESTERDAY
The Business Transacted By Proteua
Judge Cross Was Fair.
After'one day had passed on ac-
count of dull business( Special Judge
Cross convened court yesterday with
several names on the docket.
Geo. Katterjohn and B. B. Davis
were arranged for breach of the
peace and the former tined $5 and the
latter $3. The costs were ordered to
be divided between them
The case of Waiter Coleman was
called. The warrant against hem
was dismissed on the robbery charge
white on the charge of being a fugi-
tive from justice he was given a con-
tinuance until Monday, when the two
officers from New Orleans will be
here from Frankfort where they went
to secure requisition papers.
Brooks Crawford the colored
pastry cook at Hotel Lagrrmarsino
was fined $5 and costv for giving his
wife a whipping.
Geo. Iimnprey, a little black lad.
was held to the county c-otirt on a
petty larceny charge.
Anne Parker, a noaress, was
fined $5 for dsorderin conekset.
James Hope, the dope fiend, who
created such a conwnotion on Broad
street Friday afternoon, was fined
Sc and costs. He came around soon
after his load had worked off.
Several breach of ordinance case,-
were dismissed while the Rex Manu-
facturing company was granted a
continuance on the same charge.
Notice to Coal Dealers.
.Bids will be received for coal for
all the school buildings. Bids asked
by the carload, also per bushel.
About t6 carloads used. All coal to
be weighed on city scale'. The char..
acter of coal wanted is lump and nut.
W. H. PITCHER,
Clerk School Board
PLAIN LACE CURTAINS,
LAUNDERED, AT 25 CENTS A
PAIR; FANCY. 35 CENTS. BLAN-
KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR.
WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE.
PAD. TOILET SUPPLY CO.
Old Phone rams.
Wants a Divorce.
WH1 Hughes yesterday filed suit
for divorce from his wife, Dora
Hughes. He claims she deserted 'him
and wants a divorce to make the
•
"shake" complete.
Frank Just has added a hand-
some suite of bath rooms to his ton-
sorial parlor. Fine shower and
needle baths, 525 Broadway, next
door to the Register office.
Exclusive Exchange Connection
independent Company's Exchange Connection
Discontinued.
After a Day's Work
DROWN YOUR SORROW AND REFRESH YOUR
BODY WITH A GLASS OF THAT PERFECT BEER
Belvedere
the Master Brew
IT'S AN APPETIZER AND STIMULANT—A SPARK-
LING, EXQUISITE BEVERAGE THAT MAKES EV-
ERYBODY SMACK HIS LIPS AND ASK FOR MORE
ASK FOR BELVEDERE AND INSIST ON GETTING IT
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Co telephone Subscribers.
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOMDALE
TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR KM-SCRIBERS.
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
THIS SERVICZ.
Anderson, Crawford.
Albritton, E. W.
Allcock, Oliver.
Barton, & Parrot.
Baldree. Chas.
111,Idree, J. R.
lizrger, Edward.
Carney, B. B.
Cross, W. A.
Davis. Alec.
Donovan, J. A.
Doasett, G. W.
Ftistoe, R. H.
*Po
Garton, B. F.
Garton, W. A.
Gibson, N. A.
Green, Dr.
Hodges, N. A.
Jones, Q. L.
Mason, L IL
Mason, Dick,
Monroe, J. W.
Murphy, A. H.
Nestler, John.
Otey, Dr.
Otay, B.
Parrot, Arcian,
Pryor, J. S.
Quisenberry, J. E.
Rives, S. 0.
Russel, Wm.
Rust, G. W.
Shelton. Dr.
Simmons, Sepboun,
Thomas, L.
Thomas, H. K.
Thomas, DT.
Thompson, J. T.
Tcmpson, R.
Thompson, Hazard.
Thompson, Thomas.
Townsend, H. M.
%%alters, Lee.
aVarford, J. B.
Watkins, J. T.
Nahitsernore, R. W.
WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS TO
OUR LIST, IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE ONE YOU WANT
CALL CHIEF OPERATOR
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co
0
Ask Your Grocer ,
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT mull
The Standard Flour of
The World.
a
ICall Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
tz:3o UNTIL a P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED mu.. 12:30 to 2,
E. G. BOONE,
-GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPIIC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS ISFZIJARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. sos.
•
5 FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
Both 'Phones 295.
INCOR.POR.ATE.D.
Prompt Delivery. Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
11
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